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IWO DESTROYERS
COMING
___________

The Black Cat

Elected Council President At
Wathen 2 Lost Man Off Houlton Junior High Head
Thursday Sessions In the
Bay Ledge Thursday
To Succeed Carleton P. tl r-\ ± l
in
i 44/.h „ ..
Three Day Event Includes Fireworks,
High School Library
Wood At Camden High
' he Dortch and Brough Will Be Here For
Afternoon
8am Savitt active for several
Parade, Ball Games and Marathon
A seaman aboard a Baltimore tug.
The Camden School Committee 1
theV. F. W. State Convention

years ln Parent Teacher Associatlon work, was elected president of
the PTA Council at a meeting held
Thursday night.
Named to serve with him were:
Sebastian Oroder. vice president,
Mrs. Richard Ani«>, secretary, and
Mrs. Ralph Billings, treasurer.
Retiring president Robert Hybels
of the Rockland High School fac
ulty presided at the meeting and
the Installation of new olficers
President Savitt spoke briefly on
the aims of the PTA and outlined
ln part plans for the organization
in the coming year
The meeting was the final one of
the school year. Activities will be
resumed ln September

Plans are shaping up for another
big Fourth of July celebration in
Thomaston according to Orrin Ben
ner, general chafrman. Sponsors of
the event, The American Legion
and the Thomaston Fire Depart
ment have reserved the Thomaston
Park and baseball field for three
days. July 3, 4 and 5.
Starting off the celebration will
be an oldtimers baseball game be
tween Thomaston and Warren; a
twilight game on July 3. Morris
Sawyer will be In charge of the
Thomaston Old Timers and has
already lined up his players.
July Fourth will open with a 10-

CAMERA CLUB RECEPTION SUNDAY
Color Slide Show Is To Be Feature In

Conjunction With Showing Of Black
and White Prints and Reception

mile road rare in the morning to be
followed by a big parade The road
race will be the third annual, 15
kilometer state championship event.
Entries are expected from all over
the state and a starting field of 25
or more may compete.
Entries for floats for the big
parade can be made at any time
by contacting Hazen Cook, Thom
aston 176 There is no entry fee re
quired and ell are welcome. All en
trants are eligible for the prize for
the best floats.
The afternoon will offer for en
tertainment a ball game between
the Warren Tigers and a team to be
selected Warren is managed by
Alden Watts, a Thomaston boy and
the team has many of Thomaston's
best young ball players on its ros
ter. Warren is also expected to be
one of the stand-out teams in the
Twilight League this year
It is hoped that a ship from the
Atlantic Fleet will be in Rockland
Harbor during the three day cele
bration. Senator Margaret Chase
Smith has promised to make this
arrangement if it can possibly be
arranged with the Navy.
Games and rides for children will
feature each days events with
plenty of prizes being offered for
all games. The climax of the day
will be a big fireworks display in
the evening. No expense has been
spared to improve this fireworks
display—and two years experience
should make it better than ever
Plans for Saturday's entertain
ment are being completed, but the
afternoon will be devoted to chil
drens entertainment with reduced
prices for all rides on that after
noon.
More details will be given as they
are completed, but the committee
is making every effort to make this
better than the two previous July
Fourth celebrations.

The first annual color slide show tures. the chib members plan to
and public reception in connection show a wide variety of color slides
with the Twelfth Annual Salon of showing expert rendering of both
the Knox County Camera Club will commonplace and unusual subject
be held From 3 to 5 p. m. Sunday
matter.
at the Farnsworth Museum.
The color slide show will prob
Mrs Charlotte Hopkins is gen
eral chairman of the reception ably be divided into two parts durwhich will be in the lower gallery. ' ing the reception because of the
Major Elmer E. Barde will conduct limited seating capacity of the
the color slide projection in the : auditorium. James A. Moore will
j be commentator.
adjoining auditorium
Color slides have come from the
Black and white prints will be
i cameras of Major Barde, Miss
Judged during the afternoon
Pouring punch and serving will be Madeline Philbrick of Rockland,
Mrs E. E Barde. Mrs Carl Jen Harold Drewett and Charles Kigel
sen, Mrs. James A Moore. Mrs I ot Warren, Carroll Thayer Berry
Hopkins. Mrs. Oeorge Norwood. I of Rockport; Mrs. Rita Norwood,
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton and Mrs : Rockport: John Felton. Camden;
j Mrs. Margaret Gregory. Mrs Thor
Hjordis Thorvaldsen
Already receiving congratulations valdsen and James A. Moore. Glen
on the originality and ingenuity ' Cove. Mrs Hopkins, Mrs. Jensen
displayed ln the black and white and Forest Pinkerton and John A.
Rockland Encampment meets
exhibition which is featuring sev Perry of Rockland.
Wednesday June 11. St IOOF Hall
The
public
has
ben
cordially
In

eral "stories" told in series of picRefreshments after the meeting.
vited by President John Felton.
HEAE

The Chapin Class will meet for a
picnic supper at the St. Clair cot
tage, Crescent Beach. Tuesday eve
ning at 6 30 Members wishing
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M.
transportation call Mrs. Fred Lin
STATION WLAW
ekin,
Tel. 291-W.
123-8-tf

BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

52 CRESCENT STREET

FINEST FOOD
Italian and American Cuisine

Original Spaghetti
and Pizza
NOW OPEN

For COUNTY COMMISSIONER
MAURICE E.

Carrie's Cellar

DAVIS

bound from Rockland to Haynesport. N S . died of a heart attack
and fell overboard near Bay Ledge
in Penobscot Bay at 3.10 p. m ,
Thursday. The man was James C.
Bryson of Greenville. S C, who
had been a member of the crew of
the tug only since May 29
Captain Luther Johnson of the
tug, the Wathen 2, of the Robert
B Wathen Company of Baltimore,
said that the crew members who
saw the incident related that the
man stepped from the tug's galley
door to the deck and then pitched
overboard head first.
The craft turned and went along
side the man with a seaman, Wal
ter Jarvis ot Belhaven. N C.. going
overboard to recover the body.
Crewmen applied artificial res
piration for more than an hour as
the tug's captain anchored his tow
of barges and made for the Coast
Guard docks in Rockland
At Rockland, Dr Charles D
North, Knox County medical ex
aminer, gave a verdict of death
due to a heart attack commenting
that the man died before he went
overboard.
Bryson served seven years in the
Navy, completing service in 1945
as a boatswains mate first class. He
leaves two children. A divorced wife
Mrs. Agnes Bryson, lives in Ben
son, North Carolina.
The body was removed to the
Russell Funeral Home.

Shepherd Missing
Last Seen Here Wednesday
Police Have Broadcast
Description Of Him
John Shepherd. 71, 5 HaU street
Rockland, is reported as missing
since Wednesday by members of
his family.
A son. .M. K Shepherd, reported
to police Thursday that he had not
been seen since the previous day.
It is thought that he may be in
Boston and police there have been
notified but as yet no report has
been received.
One person reported seeing him
board a bus in Rockland Wednes
day. while a storekeeper on Park
street is positive that he saw Shep
herd in his store that night.
State Police have been furnished
with his description.
Mr Shepherd, well known in
minstrel circles a few years ago
retired from the Dragon Cement
Company a little more than a year
ago He had been employed by the
firm upwards of a quarter century
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REPUBLICAN
OF WARREN
Town Official for
15 years

Member of Board
of Selectmen for

7 years

Now Serving 4th
term as Chairman
Your Vote on June
16 Will Be Much
Appreciated.

LAST 3 DAYS
VOTERS
REGISTRATION

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

8.00 P. M. to 10.00 P. M.
Daylight Saving Time

WHERE
CITY BUILDING, Second Floor
SPRING STREET

Qt'sTsMitic!
SAVE!

HONEST - ABLE

INDUSTRIOUS

Credit Of Course!

See

Our Windows and Save!

Legionnaires in the City are talk
ing up the prospects of extending
an invitation to the Department of
Maine to hold its 1953 convention
in Rockland. The proposal is to
be presented to members of Winslow-HoIbrook-Merritt Post at the
meeting of next Thursday, accord
ing to Commander Lawrence Mayo.
Members of the Legion across the
state still remember the convention
which was held here in the mid
thirties and have many times ex
pressed a desire to return to
Maine's leading fishing port.
Actually, the city has far better

OLD AND NEW DANCES
Adm. 60c, Tax Included
Come Up and Please
The “Big Man”

Rockland

APPLY AT ONCE

Thorndike Hotel—7.30
TUESDAY, JUNE 10

Poultry Co.
41 TILLSON AVENUE

69-tf

VOTE FOR
FREDERICK G.

69-70

FREE SEACOAST
PICNIC GROUNDS
Open Every Night until 8 P. M.

64-118

Just

what
you've
SLLL-ktsfc?

Mobil-flame
Register For
The Primaries

B0TTU9
VACUUM

JUNE 16th
REGISTRATION DAYS

JUNE 5, 6, 7 and
9,

A Complete
Gob Service

Lobsters - Clams

SENATOR

For

HOLDING FAST
When the anchors that faith has

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

Merchandise at

SAVE!

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Proposal To Go Before Rockland Legion
Members At Next Thursday Meeting

ROCKLAND CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
Regular
Monthly Meeting

Top Quality

7

The Black Cat had a ride yester
day In what 1s said to be the best
elevator in the State—the automatic
which has been in process of in
stallation at The Thorndike Hotel
the past two months. I am not
going to attempt a technical de
scription, contenting myself with
the remark that lt does everything
but talk, and with so little noise
that the passenger hardly knows
it is in operation. The car was
especially designed for The Thorn
dike Hotel. Press a button and
the elevator will take you wherever
you want to go. The new contriv
ance was installed by the Otis Ele
vator Company, the Job being
handled by Edward Marston of
Cape Elizabeth, with James Cough
lin as helpers, and with Ellis Han
son, superintendent of the Maine
branch exercising a supervisory eye.

MAY INVITE LEGION HERE IN '53

Men and Women

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE

FATHER’S DAY
GRADUATION AND__
ALL GIFT GIVING

Buttercups that were in a class
by themselves were brought to The
Courier-Gazette Friday by Percy
Condon—he, who raises such a large
number of very special tulips..
They—the buttercups—had waxen
surfaces, and were of the deepest
rich, yellow color.

cast are dragging in the gale,
I am quietly holding fast to the
things that cannot fail.
I know that right is right, that lt ls
not good to lie,
That love is better than spite, and
a neighbor than a spy;
In the darkest night of the year
when the stars have all gone
out,
That courage is better than fear,
and that faith is truer than
doubt.
And fierce tho’ the fiends may
fight, and long tho’ the angels
hide,
facilities for such an affair than it
I know that Truth and Right have
had before. Hotel, camp and cabin
the universe on their side.
space has been enlarged over the And that somewhere beyond the
stars is a Love that is better
years. The Community Building
than fate.
and Farnsworth Museum have been
When the night unlocks her bars,
added to the buildings available for
I shall see Him, and I will
meetings since that time.
wait.
—Author Unknown.
The post is larger by several
hundred members than before, due
For social items in The Oouxterto the influx of World War 2 men,
Oazette, Phone 1044, Oity.
tt
and the post has its new home.
Legionnaires from here may go
to the Old Orchard gathering the
STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
latter part of the month with an
invitation, backed by city officials, So. Thomaston Grange Hall
EVEBY SATUKDAY NIGHT
merchants and the Chamber of
Woodcock's Orchestra—8J8 te IK
Commerce.
DOOB PBIZE WEEKLY

NOTICE

FOR U.S.

guy

Chamber and Festival to close the
arrangements.
While the Festival will be fea
tured m the displays, perhaps with
a full scale layout of the grounds,
land by the New England Council, local manufacturers' items, fisheries
: Between Nathan Fuller of the products and agriculture as well as
Sid i opportunities for vacationing will
I Chamber of Commerce and
Cullen of the Festival group, con- j be featured.
tact was made with Mr. Gosling. 1 The show will be a complete covboth by phone and letter. This I erage of what the area has to otwas later followed up by a per- fer to the world in commerce and
sonal call by Sam Savitt of the j recreation.

WANTED

PRICES SMASHED

ONLY 7 DAYS LEFT

after hositillties had ceased. The
Dortch was one of the ships pre
sent in Tokyo Bay on Sept 2, 1945
at the time of the signing of sur
render documents by the Japanese
aboard the USS Missouri She was
placed out of commission in reserve
at Charleston, S C., on July 19,
1946
May 4. 1£61, the Dortch was re
commissioned at Charleston, S. C.,
under the command of CDRD F
Chamberlain, USN. Since that tune
the ship has undergone shakedown
and refresher training at Guanta
namo Bay. Cuba, has had a regular
shipyard overhaul at Philadelphia,
and has Just returned from Vieques
Island, Puerto Rico, where she par
ticipated In TRAEX-I as naval
gunfire support ship for Marine
maneuvers held at Vieques in May.
Five members of the Dortch per
sonnel are from Maine including
Edward W Dodge, radioman first
class, son of Mr. and Mis. Lorenzo
Dodge of 40 Camden street. Rock
land A veteran of 33 months ser
vice during Warld War II. He
served on board the escort aircraft
carrier USS Croatan ' CVE-25.) He
served in the American and the
European Theatres He was re
called to active duty in March 1951
and was assigned for duty on board
the USS Dortch.

EVERY
SATURDAY NIGHT

PAYN E

LOW-LOW PRICES

The rebuilt and enlarged organ of
the First
Church of Christ. Scientist, in Bos
ton, has gone into service for the
first time. It has the largest num
ber of pipes of any church organ ln
the United States—a total of 13,388
The console has four keyboards be
sides the pedals. There is a total
of 147 independent speaking stops,
plus 25 extended and borrowed
stops, making a total of 172 speak
ing stops.

ivities ln occupied Japanese waters The Mother Church,

6-ThAB-tf

Sim's
Lobster Pound

HURRY!

SAVE!

recreational facilities in Boston
from July 15 to 22 The R. H.
White department store in the
heart ot the city's shopping district
has contributed six, and possibly
a seventh window to the area
through the Festival and Chamber
of Commerce
Plans were completed this week
with James Gosling, head of
White's display department. He
and members of his staff are to be
in this area next week, selecting
items and features which will be
shown.
The opportunity to display local
features in a spot where it can do
the area a tremendous amount of
good came through a letter to the
Chamber of Commerce some w eeks
ago. It seems that a White offi
cial noted that while there were
numerous requests for display space
from many sections of the coun
try, plus foreign groups, seldom was
there one from New England and
never one from Maine. The letter
was sent out generally to Chambers
of Commerce throughout New Eng-

Breezemere

PROGRESSIVE

JOIN THE CROWD-

The Coastal Area' is to have a
major display of its industrial and

By the Bovine Reporter

"I don't always agree with your
politics, but Just can’t miss The
Courier-Gazette,” says D D MdEdward, formerly of Union, now ot
Shoreham Vt.

AT

9th
10th
11th
M.
4.00 P. M. to 6.00 P. M.

AGGRESSIVE

HURRY!

Boston Department Store Is To Loan
Several Windows For Display Of
Industry and Recreation

DANCING

MONDAY
JUNE
TUESDAY
JUNE
JUNE
WEDNESDAY
10.00 A. M. to 2
P.

ROCKLAND VOTERS
ACTION COMMITTEE

Two destroyers are scheduled to
visit Rockland during the period
June 13-15 — the U 8. S. Dortch
iDD-670) and the USJS Biouch
'DE-148 )
This visit is in connection with
the Veterans ol Foreign Wars Con
vention then being held at
Rockland
The USS Dortch (DD-6701 is a
2050 ton destroyer built by tlie Fed
eral Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company at Kearny, N. J She was
launched in 1943 After her shakedown exercises in Atlantic and
Carribean waters, the Dortch sailed
for the Pacific via the Panama Ca
nal. and was moored at Pearl Har
bor on New Year’s Day 1944.
She served in the Pacific theatre
for the remainder of World War II
earning battle stars for the Mar
shall Islands Aperaiton, Western
Caroline Islands Operation, Hollandia Operation, Marianas Opera
tion, Leyte Oueration, Luzon Op
eration, Iwo Jima Operation and
Asiatic-Pacific Raids
She also earned the Navy Occu
pation Service Medal for her act-

R. H. WHITE'S 10 FEATURE AREA

WHEN

69-70

HURRY!

is announcing the election of Rich
ard Goodridge as principal of Cam
den High School. Mr. Goodridge
attended High School at Westbrook
He received his BS degree from
Gorham State Teachers’ College in
1940 and his M. Ed from the Uni
versity of Maine in 1947 During
the time he was working for his
Master's degree he taught history
and government at the University.
Mr Goodridge taught one year
at Islesford in the grades, and three
years as teacher of social studies at
Houlton High School. He has
served one year as principal of
Houlton Junior High School and is
currently serving as principal of
the Junior High and elementary
schools combined. In his present
position he has 15 teachers under
his supervision and about 4<X) pupils
Mr. Goodridge belongs to the
Maine Teachers’ Association and
the National Education Association.
He is a member of Masonic Lodge
in Houlton and is also a member of
the Orange. He is married and has
three children, Karen 9. Mask 5.
and Joanna two and one-half.
He plans to move to Camden as
soon as possible after the comple
tion of his duties in Houlton

Saturday
Issue

10, 11

ROCKLAND

COMPTON’S

Voters Action Committee

SS2 MAIN ST, BOCKLAND
TEL. UM
S-B-tf

02-tf

We can show you money-saving
ideas which will help you build or
remodel your home so that it is
“just what you've always want
ed’’... and we can supply quality
lumber and the other building
materials you will need. Let’s
talk over your plana-

Passmore Lumber Ce.
By the Arch—Where There’s Plenty of Parking Space

TEL. CAMDEN 2330

• This complete gas Barrios to
cooking, waier-beating, and rehdg*
erahon can be installed In yoor heats
quickly and easily. No tanka io toy,
no holes to dig. no special wiring.
Pvbofax superior bottltd gat sereIce phis tbs best in gas appBanoaa
can make yoor housework aneh
eaater. Call us today.

Albert E. MacPhail
442 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND.

TEL. ns

Tw#
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FROM MEMORY'S REALM

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
■dltor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Recalling What Albert Averill Wrote
About "The Passing Of the Coaster"
(By Frank A. Winslow)
Back in 1927 Albert E Averill motherly woman. Such women have
wrote an extended article for the a fine influence in restraining any
Cape Cod magazine under the title tendency to roughness and courseof “An Intimate Story of the Sea " ness of habits and manners that
In it's preparation he was forti might develop among men herded
fied by first hand information together by themselves.
gained from his father who was one
I have never observed a fined de
of the best known mariners sailing ference shown to women than that
out of Rockland.
' of sailors to the captain's wife.
Rockland's seafaring days have Many tunes when playing about the
come to be only a memory, and for ! deck, I .have overheard my mother.
the benefit of the present genera ! who would be sitting on the quar
tion, which knows nothing about ter deck, talking to some young
it, I am repeating his second in sailor at the steering wheel. She
stallment. Mi Averill wrote:
would be inquiring about his moth
Coasting life enjoyed the seago er and his home She made herself
ing luxury of fresh food. Being on a mother over them. When men
a few days passage between ports were sick or injured at sea. they
they were well equipped with all always received a tenderness ot at
kinds of food We had fresh eggs tention that only women can give.
and meats, also fresh vegetables in
Women will also take a hold with
season There was always a barrel both hands and help out in time
of "salt horse' aboard. This was of trouble. I have heard my mothnecessary particularly in the heavy I er tell of a heavy gale when, for
weather season
when a
vessel several days, the seas came aboard
might be blown offshore for weeks and washed out the fire in the
before she could work back
galley She put a kettle in the stove
That ' salt horse" term is not al in the after cabin and cooked a
together a joke for mule has been corn-meal mush, "hasty pudding"
foisted on them Sailors were al it was called. I can recall her say
ways joking about horses' hoofs in ing how: "Every time she rolled
the beef barrel. About the only down. I hung on. and when she
thing lacking our coasting cuisine rolled back again I gave the pud
was the morning can of milk, but ding a stir."
we had this whenever we put into
She kept this up until the pud
a harbor
ding was done and then called the
The anchor would hardly spiaAi
men into the cabin. They sat
from the bow before the boat
around the kettle on the floor and
dropped at the stern and the sail
bailed out the pudding Jn bowls
ors tumbled into her with a buck
and mother poured in molasses
et. Then they pulled for the first
That hot meal pudding was no
farmhouse that hove in sight. If
Joke to those wet. cold men They
they failed to find the farmer, I
said nothing ever tasted better to
suspect they sometimes induced
them.
some generous cow- to offer them a
This reminds me of a story my
supply of milk. This was probably
the origin of the modern practice father tells of one of his cooks
He was a nice old man who nev
of eliminating the middle man.
Boys are popular on board ship. er used profanity and was a pious
They are lively and full of fun and student of ’he Bible. But one day
he had a pot of delicious downeast
sailors like to frolic with them.
I used to be with the sailors all baked beans in his oven. He had
the time and I sometimes wonder tended them carefully all day and
how much nonsense they put up whenever he had opened the oven,
with and how good natured they their appetizing, sizzling and savory
took it. I had a pestering trick of odor had brought an appreciative
throwing water on them, one day sniff from every hungTy nose on
they came back at me and they did board.
But there was a heavy sea on and
it in man fashion. I had been
throwing water in a little dipper the schooner in one of her long rolls
when I saw one of them jump for fetched a quick, nasty jerk. The
oven door flew open with a bang
the big draw-bucket.
I scampered into the cook’s gal and the bean pot shot across the
ley giggling and grinning, thinking cabin floor with its contents spread
I was safe in there. After listening ing about The old man dropped on
for a few minutes, I heard no sound a stool and sat staring at his wreck
on deck and thought thpy had gone of his Saturday night supper. His
away. So I stuck my head up and eyes was bulged and his fat neck
started to peek out of the galley swelled redder every moment. At
window when the Atlantic Ocean last he could not hold ln any long
itself came through, filling the er and his wrath broke through his
whole window blue, solid and cold. pious scruples like a sqaull through
I think the whole of it went a sail.
I think the old man got more re
down inside of my shirt front and
back and filled my pants as it lief from it than some would ab
plunged through them to the deck. sorb from the profanity of a whole
I emerged from the galley and crept trip.
Nearly all the cooks I have been
off like a rooster who had been put
with
have
been
out all day in a heavy rain storm. shipmates
Those sailors faces looked like a good cooks who kept things neat.
The galley was a cozy corner of the
row of lanterns on a dark night.
On stormy days, when anchored ship. But now and then a cook
in some harbor, the sailors sat in would show up who must have
the forecastle smoking and swap learned his art with the sewer
ping yarns. I recall one of an easy gang. One was of a captain who had
disappointments
going, slow spoken old captain who one of these
had a young man aboard as a pass bawled him out one day.
"Damn it Bill," he said, “where's
enger During a heavy gale the
young fellow was badly scared and all that soap I bought for this
approached the captain, seeking trip?” "My God. Captain." BiL'
whimpered, “I don’t know any
encouragement.
"Captain," he asked, in a falter thing about it. I haven’t touched a
ing voice, "do you think we are in bar of that soap since I have been
aboard."
danger?”
iTo be concluded)
The old man turned to him slow
ly and spoke right in his ear.
O.P.3. cardboard signs now
"You'll be lookey, young man—
available at The Courier-Gazette
you'll be lookey if ye don't have
office—four for 50 cents. Get them
sand ln yer ears ‘fore momin.' ”
ln the front office.
tf
As I have mentioned the wives of
■ —■
captains accompanied them usually
during the Summer trips. Men
WANTED
away from their homes at sea ap
First
Class
Mechanic
preciate the presence of a gentle

[EDITORIAL]
SECTIONAL PREFERENCE
The contest for the Republican presidential nomination
has become a distinctly sectional affair. In the mid-Atlantic
States, according to Gallup, it is Eisenhower over Taft 49 to
29 percent, in the East Central States it is Taft 49 to 30
Throughout the Nation it is Eisenhower 43 percent and Taft
36 percent Ike appears to offer the greater appeal to the
independent voters, even in the East Central States The
Gallup Poll, however, is not an election it is an uncertain
pastime.

DEMOCRATS FULL SLATE
The sample ballots for the June primary election have
arrived at City Clerk Margeson's office and reveal that the
Democrats have a full ticket for the first time in quite a
number of years. The party has two candidates for U. S
Senator—Reger P. Dube of Lewiston and Earl S Grant of
Portland: and two candidates for Representative to Congress
—A M. Chiaravailoti of Wilton and Leland B Currier of
Litchfield.
The Republicans have several contests—Owen Brewster
of Dexter and Frederick G. Payne of Augusta, for U. S.
Senator: Neil Bishop of Stockton Springs. Burton M. Cross
of Augusta and Leroy F Hussey of Augusta, for Governor:
Frank F. Harding of Rockland and Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., of
Rockland, for State Senator; Ralph T. Clark. Jr . of Rock
land, and Darold B Hocking of St George for County Com
missioner ishort term); Maurice E. Davis of Warren. Roland
J Gushee of Appleton, George W Hamlin of Rockland and
George Wood. Jr., of Rockland, for County Commissioner
(long term>. Dorothy G. Lawry, Seth Low and Charles H.
McIntosh lor Rockland Representative to Legislature.

BUTTONHOLING OUR DELEGATES
Senator Russell of Georgia and Senator Kefauver of
Tennessee are due in Maine Saturday on a little (lining ex
pedition with the State's delegates to the Democratic Na
tional Convention
The Maine delegation is uninstructed
and it remains to be seen how far they will yield to the per
suasive influence of the Tennessee handshake or the Georgia
drawl.

CLOSE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
My. but that was some election in South Dakota which
Taft appears to have won by 5000 odd votes. An official count
today will tell the story—but it sure looks like Taft.

PRESSURE ON BERLIN
West Berliners by now are accustomed to being an island
in a Soviet sea. But that does not make the situation a
comfortable one The Communist overlords of East Berlin
and East Germany have been wary and deliberate in inter
fering with movement in and out of West Berlin, either to
the eastern zone or to the West German Republic 100 miles
away. Yet they have begun to put on the screws since the
Bonn government's signing of the European Defense Pact.
The British besieging of a Russian broadcasting station
in West Berlin shows the western powers have some re
sources in the game of blockade and counterblockade Both
the Allies and the Russians have strengthened their positions
ln this respect since the airlift of 1948. But there is no use
denying that the Russians can make communication and
transport very difficult between Berlin and West Germany.
This is going to call for both firm and careful handling
by Allied governments. The people of West Berlin have
shown themselves' courageous under fire and they must be
supported to the hilt It may be necessary to revive the air
lift; it may be necessary to consider sending an armed force
to reestablish the right of Allied military police to patrol the
Berlin-Helmstedt highway. Unnecessary provocation must be
avoided but the right of the western powers under the occu
pation agreements to maintain this island of freedom in the
Red's sea must be upheld —Christian Science Monitor.

Also The Preacher

Cops, It Appears, Are Not
the Only Ones Having
Troubles
Rev. Edward Merrill Dart, who
now has a pastorate in Warwick,
R. I., read The Black Cat item
about the policeman’s troubles and
he feels that the cops are not the
only ones. He sends the following,
clipped from Tlie Sunshine News:
"The Preacher"

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ROCKLAND TAKES ANOTHER

Eisenhowers Debut

“No Pressure On Sore
Spots, No Reopening Of
Handles St. George Without Too Much
Old Wounds’’
Trouble—A Tie In Warren
Dwight D. Eisenhower's official
By Bob Mayo)
Twilight Leaguo Standing

W
Rockland
Waldoboro
Warren
Thomaston
6t George
Camden

L
2
1

0

1

0
0

1
1
0

1
2
3

• • • ♦

Sunday. St. Oeorge at Warren.
Thomaston at Rockland.

At Warren Thursday night the
Clippers and Tigers battled to a
2-2 tie called by darkness at the
end of eight innings. George Bos
ser and Johnny Dana were the op
posing pitchers with Bosser yield
ing six hits and Dana eight It was
the second straight league game to
end in a 2-2 deadlock as Rockland
and Waldoboro had wound up the
same way the night before.
Thomaston got off to a fast start.
Russ Kelley led off with a double
and Jim Mayo promptly doubled
in In the third inning Johnny Da
na doubled and came home on an
Enos Verge single. Warren scored
their two in the fourth. A two base
error on a play at first started
things off. Dana then uncorked a
wild pitch and an infield out scored
one after which Leo Laukka's sin
gle rescued the equalizer.
After that the pitchers kept
things under control until dark
ness fell. Johnny Jenkins was
thrown out of the game for push
ing umpire Frankie Shields in an
argument over a play at first in
the eighth inning. Score:
Thomaston 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0—2-6-3
Warren
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0—2-8-1 j
Dana and Sawyer; Bosser and
Hanna.
:
,

» ♦ ♦ ♦

The Knox Suburban League will
present a battle for first place at
Rockport Monday night at 6 p. m
when the Thomaston Little Clippers
are the visitors. The two are cur
rently tied for the top with a win
apiece over Camden teams.
• • • •
The Rockets took an easy 12-4
win over the St. George Torpedoes
Thursday night
at Community
Park The game was moved ahead
so as not to conflict with the St.
George High graduation. Pooch
Starr used all his pitchers except
Holden who is being held for the
Sunday game with Thomaston here
which, by the way, wiil start at the
usual 2.30 time.
St George scored one in the first
but their lead was brief as the
Rockets bounced promptly back
with five in their half. Seavey
walked, Bob Teel singled, as did
Chisholm, Gardner and Todd. Af
ter that it was strictly routine and
Rockland used all of their 15 play
ers before the game was over.
Sonny Davis was the victim of
ihe first inning flurry and he gave
way to Raul Anderson in the sec
ond Buddy Chisholm, who appears
to have found the fountain of
vouth. led the Rockets with three
hits while Teel and Gardner had
two each For St. George Walt
Drinkwater, Jimmy Alley and An
derson had two. Score:
Rockland 5 3 2 0 2 0 0 0-12-13-3
St. George
1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0- 4-9-4
Johnson. Strout <4>, Alex (7),
Barlow (91 and Benner, Thompson
15); Davis, Anderson (2) and Alex.
• • • •
The game for the championship
of the Kr.ox-Lincoln baseball league
between Rockland and Lincoln
Academy will be played at Waldo
boro Monday afternoon at 3 The
game was originally scheduled for
May 27 but a tie in the Knox Divi
sion plus a disputed game in the
Lincoln division prevented it Rain
forced a cancellation a week ago
Thursday and both Rockland and
Lincoln have played in their res
pective class tourneys since.

The Lions took their second
league win of the Rockiand Little
League season Thursday night with
Rotary their victims by 14-4. Char
lie Jordan fanned 14 on the mound
for the winners and also cut loose
with bases loaded homer to aid his
cause. For Rotary, Billy Raye also
homered his second of the year.
Score:
Lions
15 15 2 x—14-5-2
PORT CLYDE
Rotary
1 0 0 1 2 0— 4-4-0
Sunday, June 8. is Children's
Jordan and
Gregory:
Lunt. Day.
The Port Clyde Sunday
Freeman <4> and Sprowl. Mitchell School will put on a program at
(2).
the church at 2 p. m. All are wel
come to attend. There will also
Rockland League Standings
be a dedication of babies and young
W
children. Parents who wish their
2
children dedicated please notify
is cranky; if he does not, he is a Kiwanis
Lions
2
Rev Millard Gile, Tenant’s Harbor.
oompromiser.
Odd Fellows
0
If he preaches an hour, he is
Rotary
o
tdvertise in The Courier-Gazette
windy; if less, he is lazy.

If he fails to please everybody, he
is hurting the Church; if he does
please everybody, he has no con
victions
If he preaches tithing, he is a
money-grabber; if he does not, he
is failing to develop his people.
If he preaches all the time, the
people get tired of hearing one
man; if he invites guests to
speak, he is shirking responsibility.
So what! They say the preacher
has an easy time.

If he is young, he lacks experi
ence; if his hair is gray, he is too
old; if he has five or six children,
he has too many; if he has none,
A financier is merely an average
he is setting a bad example.
man who is capable of inducing
If his wife sings in the choir, she other men to pile up a fortune for
is being forward; if she does not, him.
she is not’ interested ln her hus
bands work.
If he speak1, from notes, he has
WE WILL BUY
canned sermons and is dry; if he is
extemporaneous, ha is not deep.
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
If he spends too much time in
his study, he neglects his people: if
he visits, he is a gac/ibout.
If he is attentive to the poor, he
is playing to the grandstand; if
to the wealthy, he is trying to be an
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
aristocrat.
If
he
uses
too
many
illustrations,
SS-Sl RANKIN ST.,
|
he neglects the Bible; if not enough,
ROOKLAND
he is not clear
J-B-tf
If he condemns the wrong, he

debut into the battle for the Re
publican nomination leavts no
doubt as to the strategy he expects
to pursue, before the convention,
and after if he becomes his
party's nominee. The festivities
that provided -the setting for his
first full dress political speech in
his home town of Abilene. Kan.
were entirely nonpartisan
So. to a surprising degree, was
Mr. Eisenhower's speech.
From
beginning to end, this was an ap
peal for unity, which paid little
attention to the specific issues
presently embattled within his own
party, and between Republicans
and Democrats, as such. In it, the
famed commander, who has now
ventured into the storms of politics,
quite obviously sought to set forth
points of agreement around which
men and women of many minds
might rally.
There was no pressure on sore
spots, no reopening of old wounds,
no hint of recrimination, no sug
gestion of bitterness Yet. by a
felicitious combination of straight
forward earnestness and clarity,
candidate Eisenhower's attitude on
half a dozen major problems of
government and policy emerges un
mistakably.
There is, hc feels, "more benefit
for America to be found in an
ounce of real leadership and honest
speech than in a ton of law that
fails to reflect the considered will
of the vast majority." It is im
possible to scan this speech with
out sensing at once that Dwight
D Eisenhower means precisely
what he says.
"A national government can al
ways pay for anything, even its
own folly, by the dangerous ex
pedient of inflating the currency "
His cure for inflation is an intensi
fied drive for a blanced budget so
as to restore the value of the dol
lar. In "staggering Federal expen
ditures" he finds explanation of
the onerous tax burden; and forsees relief only if waste is ruth
lessly excised: and if expansive
policies of government are curbed
Continuance of the present trend,
whereby the central government
absorbs functions “that belong to
communities and individuals." can.
in his judgment, lead only to de
struction of a free society
These are generalized views cf
the domestic field: views with
which few will disagree Mi Eisen
hower's views of foreign policy are
sketched with similarly broad
strokes. He skirts the problem of
Asia with the observation that the
loss of China to the free world "is
one of the greatest international

disasters of our time;” but the
comment is entirely objective. No
body is blamed
As for the challenge of foreign
despotism, he feels that "America,
soberly and with great courage,"
has accepted it. This obviously im
plies that he gives full support to
the basic policy tenets of the Tru
man Administration in the formu
lation of objectives in meeting the
Russian threat.
The closest Mr. Eisenhower's
speech comes to specific criticism of
the Administration is in his de
mand that the public be given
more of the facts regarding
foreign policy, and given them
sooner. And his one broad assault
upon the party in power is ex
pressed more as a tenet of politcal
philosophy than as an indictment:
to permit any party too long a
tenure of office is. he believes, an
invitation to misgovernment, in
efficiency and corruption.
This strategy of emphasizing
unity, and avoiding the rough and
tumble practices of the political
arena, will place Ike under tre
mendous pressures during the com
ing weeks. There is no doubt as to
his perferences The question is
whether they will withstand the
demands of the men around him,
to most whom politics is a bread
and butter matter, month in and
year out.
To maintain position on the high
level set by this, his inital appeal
to the public, without grasping the
nettle of issues, will become more
difficult, not so less so. since his
leading opponent. Senator Taft,
continues to make a specialty of
talking issues most specifically. To
shift emphasis now, on the other
hand, might weaken the appeal for
national unity upon which, as this
speech shows. Ike counts heavily.
The test has begun The out
come should not long remain in
doubt.—Uncle Dudley in the Bos
ton Globe.
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FOR THE FIRST TIME

A GRAND SLAM BARGAIN SALE

DAY’S OFFER

ON AUTOMATIC LIGHTERS

IMPORTERS

GIGANTIC

LIQUID

MILLER’S
GARAGE

NONE OTHER NEED APPLY
STANLEY S GARAGE

SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN

265 Main Street

AROOSTOOK POTATOES

PORT DISTRICT
Starting June 2 to Oct. 1, 1952

Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
,Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.

Vinalhaven ........
Rockland
......
Vinalhaven .......
Rockland
Rockland ...........
Vinalhaven
Rockiand ...........
Vinalhaven ........

7.00 A. M.
8.20 AM.
12.45 P. M.
2.05 P.M.
9.30 A. M.
10.50 A. M.
3.30 P. M.
4.50 P. M.

June 2 to September 13
BOAT MARY A
Leave Rockland 7.45 A. M.;
Arrive Vinalhaven 9.05 A. M.;
Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; Ar
rive Rookland 5.35 P. M.; On
Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip of Mary A leaving Rockland
at 2.15 P. M.; starting June 28
will leave Vinalhaven Saturday
at 5.30 P. M. instead of 4.15 P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 29
Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M.; arriving
Viaalhaven 10.05 A. M. Leaving
Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M., arriving
Rockland at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
Rockland 5.00 P M.. arriving
Vinalhaven 6.20 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
66-tf

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT
Starting June 2,
Daily Except Sunday
Lv. North Haven
Ar. Rockland ......... ...
Lv. North Haven . ..
Ar. Rockland ......... ....
Lv. Rockland .........
Ar. North Haven ....
Lv. Rockland .........
Ar. North Haven ....

1952
E. D T.
7.00 A.M.
8.10 A.M.
12.15 P.M.
1.25 P.M.
9.15 A.M.
10.25 A.M.
3.30 P.M.
4.40 P.M.

TO SEPT. 7 INCLUSIVE
Will run
Sundays leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M. Arriv

ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P.
M. Arriving Rockland at 4.55
P. M.
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P. M.
June 29th to Sept 6th inclu
sive extra trip from North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North Haven at 5J0 P.
M. Arriving Rockland 6.40 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
66-tf

$9.00 per cwt. in small lots

$8.75 — 10 bags or more
TELEPHONE

Press to
light.. ?i
Out when
released.

1592-M2

Thomaston. Maine, June 6, 1952.

BID NOTICE
The Town of South Thomaston is advertising for bids for
furnishing approximately 4900 gallons of range oil for use in
the school houses and the town fire house. This bid shall in
clude necessary servicing of five pot burner oil heaters. It shall
rover the period from August 1, 1952 to August 1, 1953. Bids
shall be marked on the outside OIL BIDS. Bids must be mailed
on or before June 20. 1952. Mail bids to Joseph E. Blaisdell,
Superintendent of Schools, Thomaston. Maine. The right is
reserved to reject any or all bids.

The School Committee of the Town of South Thomaston is
asking for bids for conveying the high school pupils from the
Georges River Road to the Thomaston High School for the
school year 1952-53. Bids shall be placed in an envelope marked
"School Transportation” on the outside Bids must be mailed
on or before June 20, 1952. Mail bids to Joseph E. Blaisdell,
Superintendent of Schools, Thomaston, Maine. The committee
reserves the right to reject any or all blda.

POSITIVELY NO MORE WHEN THESE ARE GONE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday. June 7, 1952

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events

Fred Rogers and son John Rogers I
of Oxford. Mass. are week-end
guests of Misses Eva and Ruth
Rogers at their home on Amesbury ;
street John Rogers has recently
returned from Africa where he has
been employed by the Firestone
Company.

June 6. 7. 8—Maine Diocesan of
Catholic Women at Poland Spring.
June 8 — Baccalaureate Services.
Rockland High School at Com
munity Building.
June 11—Educational Club Picnic
at Pleasant Beach
June 12 —Rockland High School
Graduation Exercises at Com
The Daily Vacation Bible School
munity Building.
June 13 — Rockport High School at the First Baptist Church will
Alumni Dinner at Masonic Hall | be held this year from June 16 to
June 13—Thomaston High School 27. All boys and girls of the ages
Graduation Ball. Watts Hall.
of 4 to 14 are invited to go "sailing
June 13—Guest Officers’ Night.
Golden Rod Chapter • ,O.ES.. with Christ" each week-day morn
ing from 9 to 10 30 Beginners will
Rockland
June 13-15—Annua'. Encampment be “With Jesus By The Sea.” Pri
of V.F.W in Rockland
maries will launch out on "Bible
June 13-27—At Thomaston, Dedi Ships." and Juniors will call “An
cation of Bible School.
chors Aweigh" as they embark on
June 14—Flag Day
the DVBS Navy Miss Helen Berry
June 15—Father’s Day
June 15—Searsport’s Penobscot Ma of Rangeley. Maine, who is going
rine Museum opens for the season. as a missionary teacher to India,
June 16 — Daily Vacation Bible will be the "skipper" in charge of
School starts at First Baptist
the cruise.
Church.
June 18—Guest Officers' Night,
Beach Chapter, O.ES, Lincoln
A correspondent writes: "Many
ville.
are pleased to hear from Edward G
June 20—Guest Officers' Night,
Primrose Chapter, OEfl, Bel Russell, an aged resident of Thom
aston street, that he has, at last,
fast.
June 22—State of Maine Day at received a goodly sized compensa
Eraves Field, Boston.
tion check, as part payment for
June 22--Camp Tanglewood opens the injuries that he sustained from
June 27—At Warren, organ and vo
the driver of a truck, near Harcal concert at Baptist Church.
June 27—Firemen’s Ball, Commun jula's Air Port, near one year ago
ity Building
Mr Russell is said to be past 90
■July 2-6—U 8 Camera Magazine years of age."
Tour at Rangeley
July 3, 4, and 5—Thomaston's “In
The Rockland Chamber of Com
dependence Day" celebration.
July 4—Independence Day
merce directors will meet Tuesday
July 4-12- Vorld’s Championship at 7 p. m., at the Thorndike Hotel
Tuna Harpoon Derby, Orr's Island for the monthly meeting of the
and Bailey’s Lsland.
July 11-12—Maine Broiler Days at group.
Belfast
July 14—Red Cross Bloodmobile to
The postponed picnic of the Mis
visit Rocklannd, 10 a m.-4 p. m sion Circle of the First Baptist
Bok Home
July 17—Camden Garden Club Church will be held Wednesday if
pleasant, or, if stormy, Thursday
Open House
July 20-26—Waterville celebrates Its at the Norton Pond cottage of Mi s
sesqu‘.centennial year.
Edith Bicknell.
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter
centennial
One year ago: The first herring
July 26-Aug. 2—International Re
gatta and Water Sports Festival had arrived -Arnold Bryant was
elected commander of Wiliiamsat Boothbay Harbor
Aug. 1-2-8—Maine Lobster * Sea Brazier Post, AT,, in Thomaston—
foods Festival.
The State Prison population was
Aug 10—American Legion Youth 504—Mrs. John Dawes, 74. died in
Picnic.
Aug 10-17—Centennial Week of St. Rockport.
Peter's Church
Mrs. Howard Crockett was hon
Aug. 13—Historical Pageant of St
Peter's Church at Community ored at a surprise miscellaneous
Building
stork shower Thursday night at the
Aug. 14—Centennial Banquet of St.
home of Mrs Joseph Dondis, Beech
. Peter's Church.
street, with Mrs. Meredith Dondis,
Aug. 18-77—Union Fair.
Aug. 20—Maine's Three-quarter hostess. Mrs Crockett was pre
Century Club at the University of sented many lovely gifts Buffet
Maine. Orono.
Aug. 31—At Baptist Church War lunch was served by candlelight.
Spring flowers were used as deco
ren. Mid-Summer Concert.
rations. Guests were: Miss Ellen
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, a prominent Tapley. Mrs Perry Margeson, Miss
member of Ruth Mayhew Tent, D. Barbara Richardson, Mrs FrederU. V„ was elected patriotic instruc ! ick Newcomb, Mrs Keith Gold
tor of the Maine Daughters this smith, Miss Anne Povich, Mrs. Jo
week, The new president is Mrs. seph Dondis, Mrs. Shirley Barbour,
Anne Silki of Bangor.
Mrs. Robert Gregory, Mrs. William
Cross, Mrs Simon Hamalainen,
Seventeen persons had registered Mrs Richard Stoddard, Mrs. Nel
for the primary election up to noon son Crockett and Mrs. Edgar
Friday, a check at the office for Crockett.
registration of new voters reveals
BORN
Registration will continue through
next Wednesday, including Satur
Todd—At Knox Hospital. June 5,
day. Closing time of the Board to Mr and Mrs. Robert Todd, a
of Registration Wednesday is daughter.
Pease—At Harrington Memorial
10 p. m.
Hospital Southbridge. Mass. June
5. to Mr and Mrs Vernon L.
The annual meeting and election Pease of Charlton Mass (Norma
of officers of the directors for the Hawes of Union), a son—Scott
Hawes
Home for Aged Women will be held
Overlock — At
Knox Hospital,
Wednesday, June 111. at 2.30 at the June 3, to Mr and Mrs Charles
home of Miss Charlotte Buffum. Overlock, 2d, of Warren, a son.
Grove street.
DIED
Flint—At Rockland, June 6. Her
bert Daniel Flint, age 60 years, 9
SMORGASBORD
months 18 days. Funeral Sunday
Community Hall, Appleton 1 p. m from Davis Funeral Home.
Thomaston
Interment
Village
Cemetery, Thomaston
MONDAY, JUNE 9
Underwood—At Tenant's Harbor,
Benefit Grange Repair Fund
June 5, Thomas Underwood, age 8f>
5 to X F. M.
Tickets $1310 years Funeral services Sunday at
3 30 pm. from Davis Funeral Home.
For Reservations Telephone
Thomaston. Interment in Seaside
W. Appleton 3-14 or Union 7-22 Cemetery, Tenant's Harbor.
67&69

DR. IRVING P. TUTTLE
Osteopathic Physician

Friends of Rev Edw. Merrill Dart,
whose mother was a native and
former resident of Rockland, will
be interested to learn that he has
moved from Maryland, and has
taken over a church in Warwick.
RJ, a fast growing community
south of Providence. His new pas
torate is Saint Mark's Episcopal
Church. Hoxsie. Warwick. R. I. He
welcomes his return to the North,
especially as it will enable him to
spend some time in Maine "We
shall probably be at the cottage in
full foroe this Summer" he writes
Mrs W C. Dart is now located at
21 Morey street, Edgewood, 5, R I.

The Theta Rho Girls Club met
Thursday night in the Odd Fellows
Hall The degree was conferred up
on Hazel Rollins, Esther Wolfe and
June Ellis. After the meeting the
candidates treated the girls to re
freshment's at Louise’s in Warren.
A supper will be served at 615
Thursday. June 19 The Theta Rho
Girls will be solicited and the sup
per will be put on by the Rebek
ahs Those motoring to Warren were
Mrs. Lena Rollins. Miss Ruth Rog
ers, Mrs Esther Wolfe. Mrs Hazel
Rollins and Mrs. June Ellis, Sandel Erickson, Nancy Brackett, Lor
raine Dow, Sally Achom and Dor
othy Greene.
Mr and Mrs Carl Wilbur of Ox
ford. Mass., and Mrs Annie Mar
shall of Providence, R. I.. were
recent guests of Misses Eva and
Ruth Rogers at their home on
Amesbury street.

Donald Merriam of Phillips Acad
emy in Andover. Mass., will give a
travelogue and show slides of
castles In Spain and the Chateau
in France at St. Peter's Undercroft
Sunday, June 15, at 7.30 p. m.
Sherwood E. Frost is ill at his
North Main street home but is
making a satisfactory recovery.

Two new members, Mrs Ann An
derson and Mrs. Rose Hanson were
admitted to membership in the
Rockland Emblem Club at its
meeting Thursday night in the
Elks Home Mrs. Bernice Dunbar
won the door prize. At the business
meeting President Thelma Parsons
appointed these committees: Ways
and Means Mrs Catherine Hedden, Mrs Alice Stilphen and Mrs.
Ruth Cross: membership, Mrs. Ar
lene Williams: Hospitality, Mrs.
Ellen Roes.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Marie Brewer, Mrs
Marguerite Brewer, Mrs. Geneva
Richardson and Mrs. Alice Stil
phen. The next meeting will be
held on July 17.

Two Rockport establishments.
Tamarack Lodge and White Gates
Cabins have joined the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce.
Installation of officers of the
Tyler PTA will be held June 9 at
the school. Sebastian Groder will
be installed as president, with
Corinne Hughes as vice president,
Walter Loker as secretary and Mrs.
Maynard Wiggin as treasurer. The
business meeting will be followed
by a program, a part of which will
be movies on the new sound pro
jector.

Municipal Court
Cecile E Rogers of Arcadia, La .
pleaded guilty Friday morning to
drunken driving on Route 1 in
Rockport and paid a fine of $1M
and costs of $7. The incident oc
curred on June 3. State Trooper
Harold Mitchell was the complain
ant.
Taxpayers are beginning to get
the idea that defense and expanse
are synonymous.

to Come may
Remember

LANE

HOURS:
10 to 12 and 1 to 3

566 MAIN ST.

TEL, 1087
59*72
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RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT 8TREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-W

CUT GLASS
Remember when cut glass
was in fashion?
Every
home had a dazzling dis
play which practically took
over the entire sideboard.
Some pieces even man
aged to creep into the
parlor Today cut glass is
very interesting from the
antique angle. When vis
itors call, there is always
a
much oh-ing and ah-ing
over Grandmother's cut
glass dishes and vases.
Remember?
Plans

and

arrangements

strict

accord

wishes.

Is

thought

with

always
In

your

In

your

our

first

time

of

sorrow.

DAVIS
FUNERAL
HOMES

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TEL8. J9»—624-M
118-112 LIMEROCK ST.
BOCKLAND. MB.

Ambulance Service
s-«

Thomaston and
Rockland
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FEATURED SUMMER EVENTS

Big Promotional Venture At
Braves Field June 12

High Up On the List Is, Of Course, the

From the office of the Governor
Lobster and Seafoods Festival
comes the following announcement:
“All-Maine Day at Braves Field,
June 22, promises to be one of the
Eighty-nine Summer events for
Music Festivals slated for May
greatest promotional ventures our
the State of Maine are listed in are at Lewiston, Millinocket, Ma
the preliminary Summer events chias. Orono, Houlton and EastState has ever engaged in. About
z
calender released by the Maine port. Historical commemorations
90 manufacturers, food processors,
Publicity Bureau. Among the “an will be observed at York, July 20
vacation areas and State depart
.>
ments will have exhibits in the
nals'' scheduled again for year are: to 27; Waterville. July 20 to 26,
' Camera Tour at Rangeley, July and Farmingdale. May 31.
concourse planned to sell Maine.
2 to 6: Maine Broiler Day at Bel
“In making these facilities avail
Listed as “firsts” this Summer,
fast, July 11 and 12; Maine Lobster ; the following events are expected
able to us without cost, and in as
and Seafoods Festival at Rockland. | to become annuals in the future;
suming the cost of erecting and
Aug. 1, 2 and 3; Children's Day World's Championship Tuna Har
policing the exhibits, as well as
| and Doll Carriage Parade at poon Derby at Orr's and Bailey's
giving us thousands of dollars
Rangeley, Aug. 9; and the Maine Islands July 4 to 12; International
worth of television and radio time,
Three Quarter Century Club meet Regatta and Water Sports Festival
the owners of the Braves are being
ing at Orono. Aug. 20
extremely public-spirited and gen
at Boothbay Harbor, July 26
Fishing Derbies are to be held through Aug 2; Harrison Sports
erous.
at China Lake, May 10 and 11; man's Show at Harrison. July 31
“As a gesture of appreciation it
Sebago Lake, May 30, 31 and June through Aug. 3 and the Fall Foli
has occurred to me that many of
1; Orr s and Bailey's Island, June age Festival to be held at Rangeyou would like to reserve at least
1 through Sept. 15; Lake Megunti- ley Oct 4 and 5.
two tickets for the day. If you can-;
cook, June 22 and Aug. 10; Kenne
be present it will add to the occa
Many more Maine Summer
bec County, July 6; and a Deep events will be added to this pre
sion. If not, you can give them to
Sea Fishing Rodeo at South Port- liminary listing as soon as definite
friends or relatives. To those of you
who do entertaining in the line of
dates are made available.
Photo by Cullen i 'an<^
23
Commander and President. Lawrence and Gladys Mayo
___ ___ _____ ____ ________________
business I am suggesting the re
servation of a block of tickets for Members of Winslow-Holbrook- or Rockport and Adjutant Ervin
Sunday In Dexter
your customers.
Merritt Post
American Legion Curtis.
"From a financial standpoint the
Also on the staff are: Arthur
Braves’ management is not con elected Lawrence Mayo of Owl's Conley, finance officer: Sidney Se- Baccalaureate On Sunday Rabbit Breeders Of Eastern
Head
as
conirfiander
Thursday
eve

cerned about selling an appreciable
| gii. historian; Allen Gordon, serEvening In Baptist
Maine To Have Annual
number of tickets in Maine as a ning. By placing Mayo in office, I vice officer, Joseph Robinson, au
Church For Ten
Spring Show
Sunday double-header is usually a they established a husband and ditor; Theodore Perry, chaplain.
near sellout normally. However, it wife team in the top positions of J and Wilson Ames, sergeant-at-arms.
Baccalaureate services for a class
Harold Crawford's farm in Dex
Is my belief that many of us will the Legion and Auxiliary in the
The new officers were installed | of 10 graduates of Warren High ter will be the site of the annual
want to show recognition of this city. Mrs. Gladys Mayo is presi by State Vice Commander Walter school, will start graduation week Spring Show and Field Day of the
friendly gesture towards Maine by dent of the Auxiliary of the post. Leland of Dexter.
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock at the Eastern Maine Rabbit Breedera'
reserving tickets."
Commander Mayo said that com Baptist Church. The sermon is to Association Sunday. Judging will
Named to serve with Mayo for
the coining year are: First Vice mittee heads and members will be be delivered by Rev. Bruce P Cum start at 10 a. m. Harland Day, of
Commander Harold Kaler, Second appointed at the next meeting of mings His message will be "Life Sanford, will serve as judge.
) Begins At —?”
Everyone is welcome to attend
Vice Commander Frank McDonnell the oost.
Rev. J Homer Nelson of the without charge, reports Roscoe F.
Rockland Man’s Career Is
Congregational Church, will assist Cuozzo, of Orono, Extension Serv
are in Boston for a few days.
ice rabbit consultant of the Univer
Closely Parallel To Demo
Mrs. Howard Solenberyer of m the service.
sity of Maine.
Special
music
will
feature
the
WALDOBORO
Tavern,
has
opened
her
cottage
at
cratic Candidate For
Those attending should take a
I Virginia, who has been at Stahl’s anthems by the combined choirs of
MRS. RlSNA CROWELL
Governor
both churches, and a duet number picnic lunch The event will be
Correspondent
Medomak.
Telephone 250
Coincidence spells two reasons
Mrs Henry Mason was in Port by Roger Teague and Harry Stred. held rain or shone, savs Cuorao
Organist, Mrs. Roger Teague will He announces that signs will be
why E. Carl Moran, Jr., is inter
land Wednesday.
play the processional and reces posted along the highway directing
ested in the candidacy of James C.
Mrs.
Matilda
Eugley.
Gross
Neck,
Jasper J. Stahl and Kay Fred
rabbit breeders to the Harold Craw
Oliver of South Portland, who ericks were in Augusta Thursday. will visit her daughter, Mrs Villa sional music.
ford farm in Dexter.
Robert
McKcilar,
member
of
the
seeks election as Governor on the
Morse Friendship street.
Mr. and Mr®- Henry Lutter and
Mrs. Mabel David Attleboro, Junior class, will act as marshall
Democratic ticket.
You can usually tell a failure by
First they were room-mates at friends of Brooklyn. N. Y., were at Mass., and daughter Betty, have for the graduates and the school
the amount of advice he give*
their
home
here
recently.
!
been
in
town
recently.
that
night.
Bowdoin College in the year 1914others on how to succeed.
Mrs. Sanborn French will enter
1915: second, both were later elect
Robert Vivian is in New York on
ed Representatives to Congress. So tain the Rai-Shi Club next Mon business.
Some people have as much trou
You never realize how valuable
it follows quite naturally that when day, The meeting of this week
ble adopting a budget as others some people are until they file suits
was
with'
Mrs.
Earle
Spear,
Friend

It's
a
proven
fact
that
the
things
Carl goes into the election booth
have in keeping one.
after automobile accidents.
j that come to those who wait are
next September, he will mark a ship street.
POLITK AL ADVERTISEMENT
cross opposite “Jim’s" name.
The Waldoboro Extension Asso ; generally pretty well worn down.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Here’s a little glance at Oliver's ciation will meet at the Meenahga
If money could talk the old-fash
VOTE IN THE JUNE 16 PRIMARY ELECTION FOR
Grange Hall on Tuesday. June 10.
career:
1914-17—Tackle on Bowdoin Foot Miss Winifred Ramsdell, H.D.A., ioned nickel would tell the world
ROLAND J. GUSHEE
will conduct the meeting, the sub about all the good things it once
ball team.
OF APPLETON for
bought.
1917—Graduated Bowdoin College, ject to be ''M«re For Your Money
Summa Cum Laude and Phi Bela in Home Furnishings."’
A traffic expert says that safety
Kappa.
Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay was m
begins in the brain of the driver—
1917-18—World War I veteran. Portland Friday.
Mr. Gushee is a candidate
and, in some cases, that's where
Private to Major
for the office of County
Mr. and M«- Guy Waltz, who
1937-1943—Member of Congress have pa-ssed the Winter in Water all the trouble begins—no brains.
Commissioner
and
will
First Maine Congressional Di.-tric: ville have returned to their Sum
thoroughly appreciate your
Some June graduates will have '
1944—World War II veteran, mer home here.
support.
two degrees—and the world will
Lieut. Commander. U S. Coa.'.
There will be a stated meeting give them the third.
HIS RECORD
Guard, now Commander. U. S of Wiwurna Chapter, O£S. Tues
Deputy Sheriff and
Coast Guard Reserve.
day night.
Court Crier
1952—Unopposed for nomination
Mr. and MrS- Ross Dodge. Wash
Ahoy Seiners!
10 Years
for Governor on Democratic tick ington, D. C„ have been guests of
et, so will be the nominee after her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel
Selectman of Appleton
RADIO-TELEPHONES
June primary election.
3 Years
Winchenbaugh
SERVICED
Mrs. Astor Keene, Burlingame,
Tax Collector
CARD OF THANKS
Calif., is a guest of Mrs. Clinton
For Installations, Ketunes. or
The members of Owl’s Head
of Appleton
Repairs Jiy F. C. C. Licensed
Grange wish to thar.k the mer B Stahl.
10 Years
chants of Rockland and all others Roland Smith. Presque Isle, has
Technician call or write
Chairman of Republican
who donated prizes, monev and food been at the home of Moses Mc
K
for the recent benefit supper and Nally.
Town Committee
game party at the Town Hall
of Appleton
Mrs. Elizabeth Hilton and daugh 270 PARK ST.
Committee: Mrs. Blanche Mar.n.
TEL. 159-W
10 Years
ter
Elaine,
and
Miss
Betty
McNally
Mrs Ellena Fredette.
69-lt
ROCKLAND, MAINE
• zf- fa
69-S-72
68-70
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Warren Service

Why Carl's For Jim

COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Ray Kangas

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

HERE'S THE

GEORGE W.

1

HAMLIN

That Generations

MEMORY

All-Maine Day

Paoi

*r

I am a lifelong Re
publican and citizen
of Rockland. I wish
to serve my com
munity as County
Commissioner and if
elected I will bring
to the office practical
business knowledge
and complete devo
tion to the job.

YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR!

YOUR VOTE ON JUNE 16 WILL BE
MUCH APPRECIATED

n choosing a family mono*

I

ment, your choice it not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Age* family monuments. Each it
backed by a signed guarantee tt
you, your heirt, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
TEL 98
TEL. 2151

WARREN
CAMDEN

Koox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf

f

OF

i «M>ter k

of AflM "

ol la*

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison
PHONE THOMASTON

THE NEW SOMERSET
DELUXE 4-D00R SEDAN

• • • Saves you hundreds of dollars
in price
• • • Saves you 5(P out of every
operating dollar

OVER $230 WORTH OF EXTRAS
AT NO EXTRA COST

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comfort-Control Heater
All-Weather Air-Conditioning
Twin Defrosters
Children’s “Safety” Door Locks
Posture-Adjustable Front St ats
Custom-Styled Leather Upholstery
Dunlopillo Foam Latex Cushioning
Safe-Turn Indicators
Stevenson Interior Jacking

• Dual Electric Windshield Wipers

175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

AUSTIN .. .the most popular British car in America

W. D. HEALD

Main Office-Showroom. Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East

Union

18-S-tf

34 ELM STREET

CAMDEN, MAINE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
■E*E*8 HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements Id this column not to exceed three Usee Inserted
once for 5* cents, three times, ene dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each Une, hall price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All -blind ads” so called. L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Oaiette office for handlint, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping wUl be maintained for these ada
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining refular ac
counts with The Courler-Gasette. Count the Words-Flve to a Lina

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SMALL, plump and tender young
GIRL'S Tricycle for sale, good
condition: also Easy Washer, price Turkeys for sale Sold alive or
reasonable TEL 619-M
68-70 I dressed to order. Special price on
six or more for home freezer HILL
USED Cars for sale 1946 Chevro CREST. Warren Tel. 35-41
let 1-ton panel, nice: 1950 Stude
69'74
baker. 4-vard dump; 1951 Stude
SLABWOOD for sale by the
baker, 4-yard dump, both like new
also 1947 Ford 4-vard dump. ROCK load Dry, stove lengths, delivered
Tel Thomaston
LAND MOTOR CO, 245 Main St. BOB ROGERS
69-71
68-70 367-12
CHEVROLET 11934' four-door
UPRIGHT Piano for sale, price
for sale. Excellent condition. TEL, reasonable
Mav be seen at M.
402-J
68'70 J MALONEY'S. Cushing.
TeL
69-71
BICYCLES for -ale. new and Thomaston 254-21.
used, as low as $! 25 a week. BITI HAVE a few more Small Pigs
LFR CAR & HOME SUPPLY 470 ready to go PETER EDWARDS.
Main St.
68-70 271 Limerock street. TeL 806-J
PRACTICALLY new. 15 ft. ____________________________69-71
Sailboat for sale and 12 ft roundICE Refrigerator for sale. $15
bottom Rowboat. TEL. 258-W
CALL 76-M.
68-70
67 69
35 FT Lobster Boat for sale. 9L
1937 CHEVROLET 2-door Se- feet wide with 115 h.p. Chrysler
dsn for sale. Tires nearly new; Crown Suitable for small drag
valve job. Price reasonable TEI, ging Price reasonable NELSON
68'70
16-3 Warren.
67-60 STONE. Port Clyde, Me.
KENMORE two-burner Hot Plate,
MANS White Wool Dinner
Jacket with black trousers for sale: new Oak Buffet, Kenmore threealso Trombone
CARL SWAN burner Oil Stove w-ith large oven
for sale: also Famous Button-hole
HOLM. Thomaston. TeL 371
67-69 Maker, never used. TEL. 439-M5
68 70
USED deluxe Thayer Carriage ________
McCORMICK Mowing Machine,
for sale. Good cond MRS DON
ALD GOSS. 24 Purchase St. 67*69 also Double Harness for sale Both
in good cond;t:o:. E. G. STAR
GiM.C. Pick-up <19361 for sale RETT. Warren.
68*70
or trade. Call “JAMES” 1316-W
67*69

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

SHINGLE Machine. Joiner, and
Chevrolet Power unit, belts and
•halting ready to run, 2 corde of
Cedar, 4 and 5 ft. Posts. Will sell
cheap, or trade for anything but
goats H. B. KALER. Washington,
Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open Sunday
and holidays.
67-72
ONE Automatic Cellar Pump for
•ale. practically new. Price rea
sonable, 101 Lawn Ave.
TEL.
713-M
67’69
~

Timday-Ttiurtday-Sahrdiy
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FOR SALE

SEVEN-Room House for sale;
shed and garage, oil furnace, ar
tesian well, asphalt siding, insulat
ed. HOWARD MCALLISTER. So.
Union. Tel. 21-13.
60-71
SHORE Front Home on Megun
ticook River for sale. Beautiful lo
cation. overlooking mountain and
river Hot air fum.. oil fired. Ga
rage in basement. Year round oc
cupancy. SECURITY REAL ES
TATE CO Dorothy Dietz. Camden
2117 or 8897
69-lt
For sale, Vinalhaven: Just-a-mere
Ranch. 15 acres. Hard main road,
IN miles from town. Cape Cod
house, 5 rooms, modem stable,
ranch bar
B McELROY. 1491
Grafton St., Worcester, Mass. TeL
7-0274.
69 72

1941 DODGE 2-ton Truck for sale:
4-wheel drive, and 2 yd. dump body,
in first-class condition, tires, gears
and engine, ready for heavy work
of any kind. The price is reason
able, or will trade for good car.
Have a 1950 Buick special 4-door
Sedan, dynaflow, 19.000 miles, just
FOR SALE
like new. radio and heater. Will
These listings are all in Rock
trade for another car or can
finance, or sell for ceiling price. land.
Five-room House, newly papered
HAROLD B. KALER. Washington,
Maine. Tel. 5-25 Open Sundays and painted. Building only six years
and evenings.________________ 67-72 old $1100.
Special

FOR SALE
Wilson Zero Spray, front opening
eight can milk Cooler, used very
Uttle; Ford Ferguson Spring Tine
Cultivator;
McCormick
Tractor
Manure Spreader; Lime and Fer
tilizer Spreader on rubber; Bradley
Auto-Tire Tractor Mowing Machine
on rubber; Two Surge Units and
Compressor; Papic Ensilage Cutter,
Model L, used very little; Power
Plant on Wheels; Ford Ferguson
Angle Dozer for sale.

PERRY F. RICH
Old County Rd.

Tel. 361-J

68*70
1950 ALLIS-CHALMERS Roto
Baler for sale. TEL. Thomaston
32-13._______________________ 65-69
8198 a gallon, mill-end Paint,
white green and grey. Oxygen and
Acetylene. MORRIS GORDON. 6
Leland street.______________ 65-70
MEN'S. Women's xnd children's
Shoes aold at factory price at JOE’S
SHOE STORE. 63 Cedar St. Open
dally, Inc. Sunday ■ntll 8 p. m„
except Thurs. close at ( o’clock.

98tf
FOR SALE

WE have 12 good Used Cars, and
prices are right. Pickup Trucks.
Dodge, GAI.C, Ford, with some age
but in first-class running condition,
with new- stickers. These trucks will
do a lot of work I will sell for
$100 each, cash Also one 24-pas
senger Dodge Bus in A-l condition,
motor, rubber and all. Will sell
very cheap, as I have no use for it,
also '36 Plymouth Coupe, with ra
dio,; a good little car cheap, also
one home-made Tractor. HAROLD
B. KALER. Washington, Maine.
TeL 5-25. Open Sundays and eve
nings.
67-72
QUALITY Straw-berry Plants—
State inspected, dusted and fumi
gated. Howard 17, Fairlard, Tem
ple, Sparkle. Catskill; 100-S326,
1000-821, 10.000-119 per 1000 (com
bination). Great Bay and Gem
Bvtrbearing 100-84; 1000-826. Post
paid. Freshly dug and shipped
promptly. Folder free. SYLVESTER & SKINNER, Belfast. Tel.
569-W4._________________ 55*69
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale:
Howard 17. Catskill Sparkle and
Temple. $2.25-100; $18-1000. PP.
or $2-100; $17-1000 here. State in
spected. C.O D. orders filled. LE
ROY LUOE, Washington. Tel. 9-14.
48*71
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
358 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770.
14tf

Priced especially low, so as to be
sold immediately. In best of lo
cation on Granite street:
Five-room House and bath, mod
ern kitchen, copper pipe plumbing
with copper hot water tank. Modern
wiring for electric stove, Venetian
blinds in all windows down stairs.
New paint and paper in all rooms
also newly painted on outside Rea
son for selling, party has moved
out of State.
Seven-room House with bath,
newly-glassed in sun porch. New
16x20 garage Rusco combination
windows $5500.
A well-paying Business Proposi
tion Confectionery Store for sale.
Must buv building as well as stock
and fixtures.
WILLIAM T. DEAN.
97 New County Rd.
Tel 226
69-lt
FOR SALE
In Rockport, an attractive 7-room
House with garage and garden
spot. Very pleasant location with
view of harbor, $5700.
On Route 1, 8 rooms with bath in
pleasant location; 13 acres of land,
mostly fields. Ideal for roadside
business, $8000
An oceanfront Cottage of 5
rooms, furnished. Lovely ocean
view: bathing beach and garage,
$3600.

Attractive lakefront Bungalow
with ample privacy and beautiful
lake view Cottage has two sleep
ing rooms, large living room with
fireplace; bathroom and screened
porch $3500.
In Town, an attractive 6-room
House with garage, garden spot and
all improvements, $6500
Some lovely oceanfront Cottage
lots of varying sizes and prices.
See
F H WOOD,
Court House,
Rockland
69-lt
TWO-FAMILY HOUSE

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

TENANT’S HARBOR

VINALHAVEN

Paul Diliaway Installed As
King Lion Of the Warren
Club
Paul Diliaway was installed pres
ident of the Warren Lions Club
Wednesday night by Gerald Grant
of Rockland, zone chairman, assist
ed by Maurice Nute. King Lionelect of the Rockland Lions Club,
who acted as marshal
Other officers who took the obli
gation for the coming year were:
Chester Wallace and Donald Mank,
vice presidents; Vernal Wallace,
secretary; Miles Leach, treasurer;
B. F Podkowa, tail twister and Earl
Smith, lion tamer. Officers-elect
not present for installation will be
installed later.
Diliaway newly installed King
Lion for the Warren Club, present
ed the past president’s pin to Alden
Johnston, retiring charter presi
dent of the club.
The evening was enlivened by a
program announced
by Chester
Wallace, and included vocalist,
Warren Whtiney ol Thomaston;
reader, Arthur Strout of Thomas
ton; novelty by Bob Randall of
Warren; and quartet numbers by
B. J. Pellicani, William Davies,
Henry Laukka and B. F. Podkowa,
all of Warren. Accompanists were
Mrs Pellicani and Laukka.
Accordranist Nathan Raynes of
Thomaston furnished dinner music
during the banquet, ladle's night
was observed. Turkey supper was
served by a committee from White
Oak Grange.
The successful minstrel show put
on in the Spring by the Warren Li
ons Club, under the direction of
Howard Crockett will be presented
this Summer in Waldoboro, auspi
ces of the Waldoboro Lions Club,
date to be announced. Details will
be taken care of by the committee.
Guests were present from Lions
Clubs of Rockland, Thomaston and
Waldoboro.

COTTAGES
COLBY Cottage at Spruce Head
Island to let, for July and August.
Sleeps six. MRS. HOOPER TeL
1269-J
67*69
THREE Cottages to let, by week
or season. Contact BURDELL'S
DRESS SHOP or RILEY STROUT
63tf

TO LET
TWO-Room Office to let, over
Clark's Flower Shop Centrally lo
cated. TEIL. 971-M3.
69-71
LARGE Front Room to let. fur
nished or unfurnished.
TEL.
1198-M.
69'71
THREE-Room Furnished Apt.
with bath, to let. Inquire at 23
HOLMES ST.
60*71
UNFURNISHED Utility Apt. 3
rooms, shower, flush; 54 Broad St.
CALL Camden 2184
68*70
UNFURNISHED Rent to let. central location. MRS MILLS, 11 Ma
sonic St.
68tf
SMALL Furn. Apt of 2 rooms and
bath to let. Available June 16 to
Sept. 1. MRS ROBERT B. MAGUNE, 186 No. Main St.
68tf
APARTMENT in Camden, to
let; nioe condition, sunny, warm,
with flush.
PHONE 2052 Camden.
67-69
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
let. Bath, hot and cold water,
heated
Thermostatic controlled,
elec, range, elec, refrigerator, $10
per week. Over Carr's Store, cor
ner Main and Rankin streets. TEL.
25__________________________ S7tf
FURNISHED Apt. to let; also
room with bath, kitchen privileges.
D. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant St
____________________________ 65tf
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Apt.
to let, bath, hot water heat; also
two furnished rooms and flush; 34
Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
68tf
TWO and three-room Furnished
Apartments, to let; all electrie
kitchen, private bath, sunny rooms;
67 TALBOT AVE.
67-69
SMALL Furnished Apartments,
central location and at North
End. Apply 11 JAMES ST. 51tf
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with
bath; newly renovated; hot and
cold water furnished. Adults only.
Apply BICKNELL'S HARDWARE
43 tf
HEATED and unheated furnished
Apts to let. V. P. STUDLEY, 77
Part StTels. 8080 or 1234.
ltf
8ANDIN® Machine and polisher
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
CO. 446 Main St
ltf

For sale; 5 rooms up and 2 down,
including store. Inquire at OWEN
ALLEN'S. Ingraham Hill.
68*70 MISCELLANEOUS
EIGHT-Room House, with bath,
BICYCLES, Tricycles, bought,
for sale; 2-car garage: also %-ton sold, repaired, painted like new.
Trailer; 33 Traverse St., Rookland. Tires, Tubes, Parts. Baby Carriage
TEIL. 369-R._________________ 54tf Tires replaced. RAYE'S CRAFT
57*Sat*81
TWO-APT. House at 40 Park St. SHOP
for sale, occupied at present. Price
right. Inquire WALDOBORO OA
RAGE. 118 Part: 81. TeL 478
Mtf

AT KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Has New Officers

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?

Send five questions, $1.00 stamped
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
Maas. Full page reading enclosed.
Prompt reolv

153-S-tf

START Venetian Blind Laundry.
Profitable business. New machine.
Visit plant in Portland. Free Book
let. Write I. T„ CO., 191 S. 44th St.,
Phila., 4 Pa._______________ 66-80

SUMMER SCHOOL
STARTS MONDAY, JUNE 16
7 WEEKS—DAY AND
EVENING CLASSES
Write or Phone for Details

ROCKLAND SCHOOL
OF COMMERCE

64-71

MRS. ALUS LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

|

Gordon MacRae and Dick Wesson are up to no good in this scene
from Warner Bros.’ “About Face,’’ the Technicolor musical of life in a
military school which opens Sunday at the Knox Theatre. .Also promi
nent in the cast are Eddie Bracken, Virginia Gibson, Phyllis Kirk and
.Aileen Stanley, Jr. Roy Del Ruth directed.

FRIENDSHIP
Miss Leatrice Davis of Hartford.
Conn., was a week-end guest of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell
Davis.
Mr and Mrs Gilbert Shivers, Mr.
dan Mrs Evans of Woodbury. N. J ,
were at the formers cottage over
the holiday week-end.
J L. Bierszait of Aredeiuhout,
Holland, has been the guest of Miss
Alice Broasand In July he will
marry a cousin of Mrs Vergie Web
ster and they will go to Holland to
make their home, which he calls a
Heaven on Earth''
Mr. and Mrs. Al Roberts of Lan
caster, Mass., were holiday week
end guests here They were supper
guests on Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
K. E Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vosmus
and family of Pownel were recent
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Almon Packard.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson.
Jr., motored to Canada over the
week-end.
Mrs Oliver Hoffses has returned
home after being in a Portland
hospital for several days for ob
servation.
The G. W Carlson family of Milton, Mass. were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Carlson on Garrison
Island for the holiday week-end.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Davis of
Monhegan returned home Tuesday
after being the guest of Mrs Ber
tha Young. Monday they motored
to Portland.
Earl Stanley of Portland is the
guest of his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rasmussen
and Johnnie and Bobbie of Nor
ton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. PercyRowe of Bellington were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simmons were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs
Stephen Lavender in Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs Percy Sargent of
South Weymouth, Mass., who spent
the Winter in Florida, are now at
the home of K. E. Thompson, where
they have parked their trailer of
the Summer.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRET1
Correspondent
Telephone 49

Mr and Mrs. Sigvard Melln left
Wednesday for New York making
the trip by plane from Rockland.
Friday they will leave New York
by plane for Sweden, where they
! will visit relatives.
Members of the Garden Club will
' meet Tuesday June 10 at "Down; easter Inn” at 2 p. m. with Mis.
: Vera Johnson.
Dr and Mrs. Harry Reid and
i family of Lisbon Falls were guests
over the holiday of Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Boman and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Hutchinson.
Miss Ruth Dearborn has returned
to Nason College where she is a
student, having spent the holiday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Harland Dearborn.
Mr and Mrs. John Walsh and
daughter Ellen who were guests ov
er the holiday of Mrs. Walsh's par
ents, Mr and Mrs Albert Carver,
returned Sunday to Auborndale,
Mass
Mr and Mrs. Wilfred Nickerson
of Everett, Mass., have arrived at
their cottage.
Mrs Jessie Lloyd of Boston,
Mass. is the guest of her daugh
ter and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs
Philip Bennett.
Hector Carnie returned Monday
to his home in Pawtucket R I., af
ter visiting his mother Mrs Rob
ert Carnie for the past week
Mrs Carl Nelson. Mildred Strong
of Newton Highlands, Mass, and
Miss Margaret Blethen of Brook
line. Mass , were in town over the
week-end and were guests of Mrs.
Ada Joyce and sister Miss Alice
Reeves.
Miss Betty Dearborn and friends
who spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harland
Mrs Clyde Poole and Mrs Ches
ter Brown returned Tuesday from

GOODYEAR

67tf

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

E. Davis of Cushing, widow.

service with message by the pastor.

Sunday School with classes for all
Mr and Mrs Edgar Graham end ages meets at the close of the eve
daughter. Beverly of Windham, ning service
N. H. were week-end guests of Mr
At 7 o'clock the Children's Day
and Mrs. Calvin Smith and family
program will be presented by the
Mrs. Elmer Smith, who has been
a patient at the Maine General children of the Church School.
Hospital, Portland, has returned to Those taking part will be: Welcome,
Michael Rawley. S-M-I-L-E. Brenda
her home.
Mr and Mrs William Imlach Priestly; Hello, Charles Wall; I
hate returned to their home after Love Jesus. Susan Stewart; On
spending the Winter In Portland. Childrens Day, Stephen Lowell;
songs by the School, “Thia Little
Sunday at 10.30 o'clock worship
Light of Maine,” “Behold, Behold;”
His Helpers. Linda Phillips; One
Dresden Mills and Bath.
Day For Children, David Brawn;
Dearborn, High street, returned I'll Do My Best. Sharon Hupper;
Monday to Meriden, Conn.
God's Presence. Gary Davis; The
Peter Nelson returned Wednesday Little Room, Diana Salmi; songs
from Rockland.
by the School. “Climb, Climb Up
Mr. and Mrs Hammett Cowles of Sunshine Mountain" "One Door.”
Wareham, Mass , are guests of Mr
i A Little Prayer, Sheila Simpson;
and Mrs Clyde Poole.
God Gave Us All, Lewis Hatch; We
Miss Marilyn Carver has returned
Know It Is True, Carol Hatch; I
to Rockland having spent the
Am Quiet. Alan Hupper; A Litt'e
week-end with her parents, Mr. i Sunbeam. Ellen Salmi; Choir se
and Mrs. Albert Carver.
lections by Junior boys and girls,
Mrs. Herbert Patrick has been i “Hark, "Tis the Shepherd’s Voice
visiting her mother, Mrs Margie !I I Hear,” "Jesus Loves Me;” Just
Chilles, Atlantic avenue.
Like Me. Janice Bryant; Children's
Bark From Tour
Day Message. Donna Ames; FlutoTuesday, June 3, Mr. and Mrs phone Solo. Stephne Kaliio; Ques
Mark P Smith received a telephone tions and Answers, Mary Ellen
call from their son Kilton Vinal Huntley; Following Jesus, David
Smith, announcing his arrival in Lowell: Christ and the Children,
Boston, Mass, from a months Alver Hyvarinen; Flutophone Solo,
European tour with the Boston Judy Hooper; If Christ Should
Symphony Orchestra of which he Come, Gail Donna Makinen; Sil
is one of the players. The tour In ver Linings, Vemon Ames;
cluded concerts given in Paris,
Clarinet Solo, George Faye;
Berlin, Amsterdam, London and Growing, Harold Marriott; Words
many smaller cities
of Wisdom, Linda Davis; Solo, Billy
While on board ship Ile-de- Anderson; A Small Boy's Plan. Da
France off the New England coast, vid Saiml; A Crumb For Me. Karen
making the return trip, the Pops Kaliio; Jesus Loves The Children.
Symphony Orchestra received a Judy Hooper; The Story I Love
“greeting of welcome” radioed from Best. Kathleen Emery; songs by the
Symphony Hall Boston, Mass., by School. "Deep and Wide, "Bubbling
In My Soul;" benediction.
their conductor Arthur Fiedler

Rev. and Mrs. Homer Nelson were
ln Bangor Tuesday where he at
tended a meeting of the Alumni ot
Bangor Theological Seminary.
Mr and Mrs George Atwood of
Belmont, Mass, have bought the
Wilder Moore house on route 131
and will move here some time this
Summer. Mr. and Mrs. Moore are
occupying one of the Clarence Dor
man cottages at Sandy Shores,
Dr Conley will be at his Vinal
South Pond for the Summer
haven office from the arrival of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Waisanen, ac
the boat on Tuesday afternoon,
companied by Mrs Rosa lives and
June 10 until Its departure on
daughter. Rosemary of Waldoboro
Thursday morning, June 12. Call
passed the week-end with relatives
Vinalhaven 95 for reservations
in West Parts and Harrison.
68-69
Week-end guests of Mr and Mrs
Norman Cogan were Mr and Mrs
PROBATE NOTICES
Harold Conary of East Hartford.
STATE OF MAINE
ESTATE MARY H BENNER, late
Conn.
To all persons interested in either of Warren, deceased Petition for
A child health conference is of the estates hereinafter named: License to Sell certain real estate
At a Probate Court held at Rock situated in Warren and fully de
planned for Jan. 20 at the chapel,
starting at 1.30 p. m, and with Dr land. in and for the County of scribed In said petition, presented I
Knox, on the twentieth day of by Judson E Benner Executor
Fred Campbell and Mrs Esther May. in the year of our Lord one
F4TATE CARROT 1, MACY of !
Long, State field nurse in attend thousand nine hundred and fifty- Owl's Head Petition for License
two. and by adjournment from day to Sell certain real estate situated
ance
to day from the twentieth dav of at Ash Point, in the town ot Owl’s
Hot Lunch Program
said Mav. The following matters Head and fully described in said pe- I
Volunteers for the next week for having been presented for the ac titlon, presented by Hayward H
tion thereupon hereinafter indi Coburn, Conservator.
the school hot lunch program are: cated. it Is hereby ORDERED:
ESTATE WULIAM F SIDENJune 9, Mrs. Alden Johnston; June | That notice thereof be given to
SPARKER. late of Warren, de
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
10, Mrs Paul Diliaway; June 11,
ceased First and Final Account
Mrs. Alfred Wyllie; June 12, Mrs. a copy of thia order to be published presented for allowance by Bert
three weeks successively in The J Benner, Administrator
Albert Mank. Jr.; and June 13, Mrs. Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
ESTATE HELEN M SMITH, late
Raymond Jenkins.
lished at Rockland, in said County,
Though schools close at noon, that they mav appear at a Probate of Thomaston, deceased. Eleventh
Account presented for allowance
Friday the 13th, the hot lunch com Court to be held at said Rockland by National Bank of Commerce of
one the seventeenth day of June,
mittee appointed a volunteer work A D 1952, at nine oclock ln the Portland. Trustee.
er for .that day, for incidental work forenoon, and be heard thereon if
ESTATE LEVI J. KINNEY, late
of St. George, deceased First and
they see cause.
in the cafeteria kitchen.
Final Account presented for allow
Two who acted as substitutes on
JANE BREWSTER HYDE, late ance by Jennie N. Grierson, Ad
the program the past week were of Binghamton. New York, de ministratrix.
Mrs. Walter Feyler and Mrs. George ceased Exemplified Copy of Will
ESTATE LEVI W LEADBET
and Probate thereof, together with
Martin.
a petition for probate of Foreign TER. late of Owl’s Head, deceased
Will, asking that the copy of said Second and Final Account presentChurch News
Will may be allowed, filed and re I ed for allowance by Deborah L.
“The Christian and His Gradua corded in the Probate Court of Sherman, executrix.
tion,” will be the sermon topic Knox County, and that Letters
ESTATE HATTIE E MORSE,
Sunday morning at the Baptist Testamentary be Issued to William late of Friendship, deceased. First
Church. The evening service will be L. Cuddeback and Stewart W. Account presented for allowance
Morse, both of Binghamton, New by National Bank of Commerce of
the annual Baccalaureate service York, without bond.
Portland, Executor
both churches to unite at the Bap
ESTATE A WALKER BREWS
HARRY
B.
LOWELL,
late
of
St
There are unlimited opportunities tist Church at 7 p. m.
George, deceased Will and Peti TER. late of Owl's Head, de
for plain and fancy liars this year
“The Glory of the House of God” tion for Probate thereof, asking ceased. First and Pinal Account
—with fishing, golf and politics.
will be the Sunday morning ser that the same may be proved and presented for allowance by William
I Brewster, Executor.
mon topic at the Congregational allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Lovisa M. Lowell of
ESTATE WILLIAM A. YOUNG,
Church,
St. George, she being the execu late of Rockland, deceased. First
CLAYT BITLER
trix named therein, without bond. and Final Account presented for
Wants To See YOU about
STELLA W SNOW, late of Rock allowance by Frederick L. Duran,
—why do I feel
land, deceased. Will and Petition administrator.
ESTATE DORA B COMERY,
for Probate thereof asking that the
So Tired
same maj- be proved and allowed late of Thomaston, deceased. First
and that Letters Testamentary and Final Account presented for
TIRES
So Run-Down
issue to Maurice R. Snow of Rock allowance by Lillian C. Comery,
land, he being the executor named Executrix.
So Discouraged?
therein, without bond.
ESTATE VERRILL C RATTEN
WANTED
ISAAC L. HAMMOND, late of of Manchester, New Hampshire
Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe First and Final Account presented
SALESMAN or Saleswoman want
tition for Probate thereof, asking for allowance by Richard S Ratten,
ed to work in store; also all around
that the same may be proved and Guardian.
man. TEL. 1285 .
69-71
ESTATE EMMA S. BIRD, late
allowed and that Letters Testa
TWO Girts wanted, for cabin
mentary issue to Myrtle M. Ham of Rockland, deceased. First and
work, one girl as waitress, one girl
mond of Rockland, she being the Final Account presented for allow
help in kitchen. PHONE 8066
executrix named therein, without ance by Sidney M. Bird, executor.
68*70
bond.
ESTATE JOHN D. MITCHELL,
MECHANIC WANTED
late of Friendship, deceased. First
ESTATE
HERMAN
G.
SIM

First-class Mechanic wanted
MONS, late of Port Clyde, de and Final Account presented for
Good references. Apply In Person.
ceased.
Petition for Administration allowance by Robert A Mitchell,
ROCKLAND MOTOR CO. 245 Main
asking that Carrie Thompson of executor.
street.
68-70
ESTATE WINNIE J. CONLEY,
Rockland, or some other suitable
CAPABLE Girl for general house
person, be appointed administratrix, late of Camden, deceased. First and
work wanted. MRS. B B SMITH.
Final Account presented for al
without bond.
16 Lincoln St. Tel. 264 ,
68-70
lowance by Walter P. Conley, Ad
ESTATE CELIA A. MITCHELL, ministrator, d.b.n.c.ta.
WILL board Children by hour,
late of Port Clyde, deceased. Peti
ESTATE CHARLES E. WOOD,
day or week. MRS. ALICE ESTES,
tion for Administration asking late
of Rockport, deceased. First
Lie. Prac. Nurse. Tel. 1018-M
that
Wesley
Pence
Mitchell
of
Port
Perhaps it's because you fail to
Account presented for allowance
67*69
Clyde,
or
some
other
suitable
per

get your needed requirements of
by Evelyn W. Dougherty, Adminis
SHACK on salt water wanted j Vitamines, Iodine and Iron from the son, be appointed administrator, tratrix.
Two bedrooms. Write GC., War j food you eat you feel so disheart without bond.
ESTATE JOHN TRAYNOR, late
ren.
65tf ened. What you should try. to corESTATE NOTE C. YOUNG, late of Spruce Head, deceased. First
of
Washington,
deceased.
Petition
'
rect
this,
is
to
fortify
your
diet
ALL kinds of Property listings
and Final Account presented for
for Administration asking that allowance by Mamie Traynor,
wanted. If you are thinking off with a true dietary supplement.
Take FERRIZAN, the marvelous Milmina A. Young of Washington, executrix.
selling, let’s talk it over. WILLIAM
T. DEAN,.Rockland. Tel. 226. Li new re-constructive tonic combin or some other suitable person, be
ESTATE LAURA T. BICKFORD,
censed Real Estate Broker.
61tf ing Iron and Iodine with valuable appointed administratrix, without
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. First
B Vitamins far more effective than bond.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work I just Vitamins alone—that is helpand Final Account presented for al
ESTATE NELSON W. FOGERTY, lowance by Clyde L. Bickford, Ad
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 ; ing so many tired, rundown, dis
late
of
Cushing,
deceased
Petition
ministrator.
Union St.. Grove SL entrance Tel. couraged foiks.
for Administration asking that
1680 EVA AMES
64*69
ESTATE MYRTLE E. PERRY,
Do not confuse FERRIZAN with Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland, or
DONT discard your old or old-fashioned Iron Tonics. FERRI some other suitable person, be ap late of Rockland, deceased. First
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN ZAN is the modern way—to help pointed administrator, with bond. and Final Account presented for
allowance by Margery L. Perry, Ad
NEWMAN for restoring and re- you get the needed valuable B Vita
ESTATE OSCAR H. HOWE, late
flnlshlng; 48 Maaonle Bt.
Tel. mins—Iron (for your Bloodl and of Camden, deceased. Petition for ministratrix.
ESTATE JOSEPHINE I. OQN1106-M_________________________ ltf precious Iodine (for your ductless Administration asking that Alice
glands) to correct inadequacies and
ARY, late of St. George, deceased
E.
Hunt
of
Camden,
or
some
other
help you regain and maintain a
WANTED
suitable person, be appointed ad Second and Final Account presented
more normal healthy body,
for allowance by Lillian B. Lord,
Exchange furnished cottage, two j If you feel fatigued and weary— ministratrix, without bond.
Administratrix.
bedrooms, bath, electric kitchen, ; low spiirted and depressed most of
ESTATE FLORA H. DOOLITTLE,
ESTATE JOSEPHINE I. CON
and livingroom, on Georges River, the time, you owe it to yourself and late of Camden, deceased. Petition
Warren, Fisherman's Paradise, for your loved ones to start taking for Administration asking that ARY, late of St. George, deceased.
similar cottage on salt water. FERRIZAN today.
Duane Doolittle of Lincolnville, or Petition for Distribution presented
Address HARRY CARBIN, Warren.
some other suitable person, be ap by Lillian B. Lord, Administratrix.
Accept This Generous Offer
Witness, HARRY E WILBUR,
Maine._______________________ 65-tf
administrator,
without
You’ve nothing to lose and every pointed
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for
BIKE Repairing wanted; largest thing to gain. You must feel better bond.
ESTATE HARLAND C. DAVIS, Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
stock of parts in Knox County; —look better—work better and rest
Attest:
used Bikes. BITLER OAR AND better—be completely satisfied in 30 late of Cushing, deoeased. Petition
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register
days—or your money back,
for Allowance presented by Alice
HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.
66-S-72
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Nsually luck consists entirely of
having been born with a reasonable
amount of common sense.

Notices Of ADDointment
I. WTL1JS R VINAL. Register of
Probate for the County of Knox in
the State of Maine, hereby certify
that in the following estates the
persons were appointed Adminis
trators Executors, Guardians and
Conservators, and on the date6
hereinafter named
ANNA J THCRNDIKE. late of
Rockland, deceased November 20,
1951 Frank F. Harding of Rockland
was appointed executor and quali
fied by filing bond on May 1, 1962.
ETHEL SNOWDEAL. late of
South Thomaston, deceased Au
gust 21. 1951 Frank F Harding of
Rockland was appointed adminis
trator and qualified by filing bond
on May 1, 1952
HARLAND C DAVIS Ute of
Cushing, deceased April 16, 1952
Alice E Davis of Cushing was ap
pointed administratrix and quali
fied by filing bond on May 8, 1952
MILDRED C. PETTEE. late of
Rockland deceased April 30. 1952
Robert E.
Pettee of
Rook
land was appointed administrator
and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
AARO WEHVnAINEN. commorant of Rockland, deceased April 15,
1952 Alan L. Bird of Rockland was
appointed administrator, c.t.a. and
qualified by filing bond on May 8,
1952.
CARL NELSON, late of Vinalha
ven, deceased April 15, 1952 Joseph
F Headley of Vinalhaven was ap
pointed administrator and quali
fied by filing bond on May 19, 1952.
hd-T'iE M HYSLER of Warren.
May 15. 1952 Hazel Hills of Warren
was appointed Conservator and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
IDA S TOORPAKKA. late of
South Thomaston, deceased. May
29. 1952 Gilford B Butler of South
Thomaston was appointed Admin
istrator, with the will annexed, and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
CAROLINE J. TOBEY, late Of
Thomaston, deceased May 20 1062
Maurice W Lord of Belfast was ap
pointed executor and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
MAUDE K STUART, late of St.
George, deceased May 20. 1963
Charles L. Stuart of Encino, Cali
fornia was appointed executor,
without bond Christy C. Adams
of Rockiand was appointed Agent
ln Maine.
WESTON L. AMES, late of Ma
tinicus. deceased May 20, 1952
Hilda E Ames of Matinicus was
appointed executrix, without bond.
FRANCES K SPEAR, late of
Warren, deceased. May 20, 1952
Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland was
appointed executor and qualified
by filing bond on same date.
FESSENDEN WINCAPAW, late
of Friendship, deceased. May 20,
1952 Lillian A Burns of Friend
ship was appointed executrix, with
out bond.
EVA L. PEASE, late of Rockland,
deceased. May 20. 1952 Maynard
A. Pease of Rockland was appoint
ed executor, without bond.
GORDON S MARTIN of Port
Clyde. May 20. 1952 Wesley P.
Mitchell of Port Clyde was appointed guardian and qualified by filing
bond on same date.
MAYNARD N. JOUDREY of Wash
ington. May 27, 1962 Ralph M.
Joudrey of Pine Bluff, Arkansas
was appointed Guardian and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
Alfred M Strout of Thomajet/m
was appointed Agent in Maine.
FRANCIS W. RICE, late of Bev
erly, Massachusetts, deceased. May
20, 1952 Elsie P. Rice of Beverly,
Mass was appointed executrix and
qualified by filing bond on same
date. Preston J Stanley of Kezar
Palls was appointed Agent in
Maine.

4

MARY D. LEWIS late of North

Haven, deceased May 20, 1962
James A. Lewis of Marion, Mass.,
was appointed administrator with
out bond. Jerome C. Burrows of
Rockland was appointed Agent in
Maine

Attest:
WILLIS R

VINAL, Register.
08-6-73
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ROCKPORT-ROCKLAND EXTENSIONERS MAKING CREPE PAPER HATS AT 20 CENTS COST

L

The hats are stylish too with designs being limited only by the ingenuity and skills of the maker.

Above, Miss Ramsdell models a green straw lerepe pa peri sailor made by Mrs. Maker who Is fitting it.

Ma

terial for the hats cost about 20 cents with trimmings coming from old hats or small pieces of material
about the home.

The crepe paper is cut in half inch strips, twisted and then cro< heted to form the hats.

Blocking utilizes conventional hat blocks, cardboard or even home utensils.

Hats are sized with gum arable

and shellacked to give a permanent finish.

Apple Blossom Festival In Nova Scotia

trip last week to the Apple Blos
som Festival in Kentville, N. S., byMrs. Loana Shibles, Knox-Lincoln

4-H Agent. In addition to the Fes

tival, Mrs.

Shibles and her com

panion studied 4-H and Extension
rwork in the Province.

• • • •

Apple Blossom time in the An
napolis Valley to many people is
holiday time ,n which to enjoy the
great out-doors in such a historic
setting with a most beautiful back
ground.
Sunny weather seems to co-oper
ate with the festivities for seldom
has any program during the past
20 years been "rained out."
For miles in this beautiful coun
try the small towns are decked out
ln flags and bunting with a wel
come atmosphere all over.
Beautiful young ladies from the
,various centres in the province en
ter the “Apple Blossom Queen
Contest," and this year Princess,
Mar’lyn Campbell from Digby was
selected as Queen Annapolisa XX.
The other contestants are then her
attendants and most colorful fes
tivities are carried out in the cor
onation of the queen.
Some 15.000
people gathered
along the three mile route from
New Minas to the Memorial Park
ln Kentville to witness the grand
parade which travels to the music
of the many bands, from the Royal
Canadian Army, Navy and Air
Force as well as some of the local
high school groups. As one faded
in the distance another took up the
Refrain and
music resounded
through the air continuously.
Words can't begin to describe the
beauty and color of the decorated
floats, accompanied by red-coated
mounties and the many massed
bands.
The famous Blossom Curling
Bonspiel at the Glooscap Curling
Rink, Wednesday at 10 a. m , Kent
ville opened the activities of this
world-known festival which closed
with a Royal Tour through the An
napolis Valley on the following
Monday.
Included in each days program
were band concerts, parades, boat
races, dances, airplane displays and
military drills.
One outstanding number enjoyed
immensely by everyone was the
group of “Highland Lassies' from
New Glasgow in their famous
skotch plaids. These young people

were known as the Kaler Girls and
their bag pipe music, marching and
especially the dances were well
worth seeing.
The Pipe Band, whose members
wore the Anderson Tartan—air
force blue and brown plaid—gave a
marching performance that waa
also superb. Other pipe bands also
drew much applause.
Margaret Stevens, District 4-H
Agent from Orono accompanied me
and we travelled over 1500 miles
Going by way of Fredericton, New
castle, Chatam, Shediac, Amherst
and Truro.
We also visited in Halifax and
Windsor.
On the return we took a side
trip to New Glasgow, visiting the
famous Green Hill Muheum and ob
servatory.
In Fredericton contacts were also
made with Miss Betty Johnson, 4-H
Girl’s work supervisor for the Pro
vince of New Brunswick; also Har
old Kellier, in charge of Dairy Pro
duction and Miss Weldon who is
head of the Women's Institutes
which correspond to our Extension
Association.
We had a wonderful time, beau
tiful weather and made many plea
sant contacts on what you might
call an international goodwill tour.
Between us we took probably 100
pictures I had four cameras). Many
of them colored slides.
PS. There are 8000 4-H Club
members in the Province of Nova
Scotia which is approximately the
same number we have in the state
of Maine.
Sunday services were held at the
Grand Pre Chapel Museum, the
land of Evangeline. The royal par
ty made the trip from Kentville by
a special train of the Dominion At
lantic Railway which picked up
hundreds of passengers at inter
mediate stations along the route.
This trip is apparently a tradition
of the Festivals which has ts cen
ter at the Cornwallis Inn in Kent
ville. (Cornwallis Inn owned and
operated by C. P. R. and D. A R
A Real Visit
We called at the Agriculture Ex
perimental Farm in Kentville Sat
urday morning and met Gerald
Smeltzer and Miss Blackie who have
charge of all 4-H Club work in
King's County These two people
correspond to our County Agent and
home demonstration agent in each
county. The Dominion of Canada
about three weeks ago adopted 4-H

SPRING IS HERE - - - ARE YOU ALL PREPARED?
Remember Us For

Sales and Service on Lawn Mowers

and Garden Tractors

Inboard Motors with Reverse Gears
for Small Boats
V Belts, Pulleys, Steel Chain and Sprockets
EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

342 PARK STREET

39-S-tf

and from which she modeled the hat she is wearing.

Plenty Of Substitutes Are Ready and
Waiting To Replace Scarce Potatoes

,
|
■

|

|

i

Dear Homemaker:
Are you having “no potato” problems in planning your menus lately?
There are many homemakers who
can't get potatoes when they want
them these days
But most of
these food shoppers are making out
well, just the same. What are
they doing about it? Why, they
are using potato alternates.
Meal plarmers are in luck when
it comes to buying foods that can
be used in place of potatoes during
this period of short supplies. For
there is a good variety from which
to choose. And retail prices are
generally reasonable.
Thrifty housewives are using
some of the different cereal foods
such as rice, noodles, macaroni and
spaghetti, as substitute for pota
toes. Or they are keeping the
daily menu well-balanced by serv
ing dry beans, corn or dry peas.
Of course, there isn't any one of
the substitutes, which by itself will
completely take the place of pota
toes. But through careful planning
and wise choice at the food counter,
it is possible to replace the food
values ordinarily supplied by pota
toes—and do it economically.
What you use in place of pota
toes while this vegetable is scarce,
or at any time when you want va
riety in your meals, depends a lot

as an official name for their Jun
ior Club Work.
As we arrived at the farm we
found "Gerry" as he is known to all
his friends and Miss Blackie just
putting the finishing touches on a
giant 4-H float to be entered in the
famous parade at the “Apple Blos
som Festival." (We happened to
have some 4-H Flags, cookies, pins
ets.. in our car which we donated
to the club members on the float.)
This float sure was well done with
various projects represented, cloth
ing, foods, potatoes, cucumbers,
dairy and beef
Won Prizes

After watching this beautiful pa
rade with float after float so color
ful and extremely well done—we
were delighted to hear the an
nouncement come over the loud
speaker that the "4-H Club Float"
had won first prize on originality
and received a beautiful silver cup,
plus $50 in money.
In the late afternoon, Gerry took
us for a drive over some of the most
productive sections of the country
and over the 5000-acre experimental
farm.
In many places, the huge or
chards were dusted and the whole
countryside looked like a giant
panorama of ghost trees.
$n many places, there were acres
of apple trees torn out of the fields
and other crops substituted. Nova
Scotia has a market for 600.000
barrels of apple and raises 1500.000.
Can buy apple juice for $1 per bar

Hats from crepe paper?

Yes—and they look like the finest of custom made straws too.

on what your family likes And
that may be any one of a number
of cereal foods Rice, macaroni,
spaghetti and noodles are the most
common ones. Other potato alter
nates are dry beans and dry peas.
The protein and starch these foods
contain make them a satisfying
meal ln themselves. Canned corn
can be used in many dishes as an
alternate for potatoes, too.
Although this is one of those
times when potato alternates really
come into their own, when potatoes
are scaroe. they should be kept in
mind at other times of the year.
For they offer homemakers excel
lent means of varying the every
day meals—as well as supply muchneeded food value in an economi
cal way.
Macaroni, spaghetti and rice for
example, are all mild-flavored
| foods, and they blend well with
other foods. Many homemakers
are serving them now in the meat
and vegetable course of meals in
place of potatoes. But they have
numerous other uses. too. They
make good "fillers" in soups and
chowders. Or. they can be used as
"extenders” in meat or fish loaves,
meat balls or croquettes, to make
the dish go a little further.
Macaroni, spaghetti and noodles
are especinally suited for use with
highly concentrated foods, such as
cheese, in casseroles
And they
combine well with meat. egg. or
fish to make "one-dish” meals
Rice is a favorite for meals fcr
older folk or for people who are
ill, because it is mildly flavored
and easily digestible. Rice makes
a good breakfast cereal, too. And
can be used in muffins and des
serts.
Dry beans and peas can be used
for the main part of a meal, for
they contain good amounts of pro
tein and starch. Corn, too, has a
gTeat number of uses that make it
appealing to meal-planners seeking
variety. It can be heated and but
tered and served as a side-dish.
Or. it can be used in soups, chow
ders, or scalloped dishes. Corn,
combined with eggs ar.d cheese can
be made into a fondue and served
as the main course of the meal.
There's no limit to the number
of dishes that can be prepared
using potato alternates. And those
alternates offer nutritive value and
economy
Cooking

The cooking of cereal foods, such
as macaroni, spaghetti and noodles
is easy, if a few simple rules are
followed.
Have a large quantity of boiling,
salted water ready. Add the food
and boil rapidly until the food is
tender, but not overcooked. Drain
the water from the sauce pan and
serve with the desired seasonings.
It macaroni, spaghetti or noodles
are to be re-heated in a sauce,
make sure that they are not cooked
rel.
In many places the large apple too much before being added to
storage houses have been convert the sauce. The directions for cook
ed to hen houses—no broilers—but ing each one of these foods is
usually given on the package.
market eggs.

ENROLL NOW
Accident - Sickness - Hospital Bills

MONEY for HOMES

Full Coverage - All Ages

To Buy, Build, Improve and Repair

To prepare fluffy white rice, one
of two methods can be used. One
way is to put the rice into the boil
A class of 21 candidates received
ing salted water, and cook it until
tender (usually about 20 minutes.) the Pomona Degree Wednesday
Then it can be drained and rinsed evening at a meeting of Knox Po
with hot water to separate the mona Grange held with Ocean View
grains. Keep it hot until serving Grange, Martinsville.
time.
They were Robert Ames, Ray
Or. the rice, cold water and salt mond Miller. Philip Peabody, Myrtle
can be put Into a saucepan and Orierson, Richard Grierson, Rich
brought to a vigorous boll. Then ard Nash. Burton, Ludwig, Jr., Av
turn the heat as low as possible. is Dawson and Roy Dawson all of
Cover the sauceman and leave over
this low heat for 14 minutes. Do washing the beans or peas, soak
not remove lid nor stir rice while them in water. Be sure to save the
lt is cooking. Turn off the heat. The water to cook them in so that the
rice
is then
ready—perfectly B-vitamins that are soluble in the
cooked, with all the grains separ water will be retained. Then cook
ate and fluffy. Leave the lid on according to the directions on the
until ready to serve, then put the | package, or the rules in your fa
rice carefully Into the serving dish. vorite cook book.
Rinsing packaged
rice, when
By making comparison of these
cooked by this method is not neces I potato alternates using a few simple
sary. The amount of water, rice and cooking rices, one can be found that
seasoning to use are usually given J will be satisfactory for family meals
on the package.
| during this period of potato scarc
Since dry pease and beans have ity.
had much _pf the moisture removed
Sincerely,
before they are sold, they need to Winifred Ramsdell, Home De
be soaked before cooking. After monstration Agent.

OCEAN VIEW KNOX POMONA HOST
Evening Star Grange ot Washing
tonAlso Ida Wilson, Nancy Morse,
Mona Stone, Francis Morris, Al
fred and Phyllis Chadwick, George
and Charlotte Harlow, Gertrude
Small, Eida Stone and Roger and
Pauline Myrick all of Ocean View
Grange of Martinsville.
Candle-light memorial services
were conducted for the following
deceased Knox Pomona members
of the past year. Paul and Captain
Earl Starrett of Acorn Grange,
Cushing; Fred
Spear, Pioneer
Grange. East Union; Justin Ames
and Etta Butler of Seven Tree
Grange of Union, and Katherine
Crawford and Warren Gardner of
Weymouth of Thomaston.
During the Memorial, Mrs Ruby
Allen of Rockland read, and Mis.
Adelaide Kaler of Rockland was
soloist.
State Grange
Chaplain, Rev i
Royal Brown was present. Also in j
attendance was Mrs. Browm and.
Wallace Brown of Gardiner, Po

mona deputy, the latter making a
visit of Instruction.
Mildred Pearson, lecturer of the
host grange, gave the welcome, and
response was by Percy Clark of
Weymouth Grange of Thomaston.
Selections were played by Kedth
Monaghan, cornestist of St. George
his accompanist, Harriet Tibbetts
of St. George.
Pioneer Orange of East Union
won the attendance banner for tbe
meeting.
Lecturer, Mrs Greta Clark of
Thomaston, displayed the cup to
be awarded the subordinate Grange
having the largest attendance for
the year, computed on a percentage
basts.
The next Pomona meeting will
be a day meeting June 21 with
Goodwill Grange of South Warren
a change from the originally
planned program.

ADDITIONAL

FARM and GRANGE
NEWS WILL BE
PUBLISHED TUESDAY

OPEN FON THE
SEASON
Eddie Mayo's Lobster Wharf
Public Lauding, Rockland
LOBSTER IN ALL ITS DELICIOUS FORMS - CHICKEN IN A BASKET

SCALLOPS - FISH STICKS
SPECIAL HAMBURGERS FROM FRESHLY GROUND BEEF
THE BEST OF HOT DOGS - SUPER

LOBSTER ROLLS

"Everything for if Down-fast
SlAfOOD HAST"
OPEN FROM 11 A. M. UNTIL MIDNIGHT, AND LATER

MUSIC for DANCING
full Facilities For Everytning From A Lunch
To A Seafood Banquet For Hundreds

Write for Information

F. A. Barbour

name

................................

ADDRESS

BOX 837
PORTLAND, ME.

No. in family

............................... _
Ages

Rockland Loan & Building Assn.
18 SCHOOL STREET

Ladiea of

Mrs. Anderson

the Koekport-Korkland Extension Association are making them in quantity under the direction of Mra.
has even made hats for bridesmaids of recent Rockland weddings, fur Margaret Maker of Rorkland and Spruce Head who had had previous experience with straw hat manufac
ture.
Above, Mrs. Maker, left. Winnlfred Ramsdell, borne demonstration agent and Mrs. Rex Anderson of
ther details of the process of manufacture may be obtained through
Glen Cove wear hats made by the ladies and at the same time study a hand bag of the same material. All
Mrs. Anderson. Mrs. Maker or any Rockport-Rockland Extension mem
members of the association are taking part in the hat making program, turning out some really chic models,
bers.
thank you. Miss Ramsdell, usually the instructor, ln this Instance, is the student.

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

Visited By Knox-Lincoln 4-H Agent
The following is an account of a

rnovos oy cuuen
Mrs. Anderson, left, studies a commercial hat shown by Mrs. Maker

ROCKLAND, MAINE
33-S-tl

A
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toetot Itama, Notice* and Advertteementa ■»! to
or telephoned te
GLADYS CONDON, EKIN STREET, TEU 113-1

MILLIE FLIES THROUGH THE
AIR WITH GREATEST OF EASE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ews

UTC
EVENING PRAYER

Mrs John C Mason called upon at the Federated Church June 15
friends Wednesday, enroute to at the morning service,
Orono On Friday Mrs. Mason and i The 4-H Club held a picnic Weddaughter Joan Mason who has just : Camden.
completed her Freshman year at nesday night at the Public Beach
the University of Maine, will re
Wed Co Club
turn to North Easton, Mass They
The Wed Co Club will meet
will be accompanied by Miss Ma Monday night at Mr and Mrs.
son's room-mate, Miss Cynthia Nel- Aaron Clarks cottage. Camp Kiora
on of Reading.
South Hope The supper committee
Mrs. Susie Newbert Is at her home will be Mrs. Marguerite Hill, Mrs
on High street convalescing from Madeline Jackson, Mrs. Grace Iran illness.
I vine and Mrs Gwendolyn Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Day and
Delegates ( hosen
Mr. and Mrs Ferdinand Day, Jr .
At the prayer meeting Thurs
of Monhegan have returned home day night at the Baptist Church,
from a motor trip to Washington, Mrs. Minnie Newbert and Rev.
D. C„ New York and Hartford, John Fitzpatrick were chosen the
Conn.
delegates to attend the Maine
Mrs William Vinal, son Edward Baptist Convention which is to be
and daughter Jeanne are visiting held at Ocean Park June 9 tol2.
I
her mother Mrs. Helen Clark Dyer
Church News
at Springfield, Mass. They will at
Mass will be celebrated at St.
tend the graduation of WiUiam James Catholic Church Sunday
Merrifield at Springfield College. at 9 a. m.
He Is the nephew of Mrs. Vinal.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
The seventh grade visited Mont Church Sunday at 8 a. m. with
pelier Wednesday and Thursday Sunday school at 10 a. m.
accompanied by their teacher, Mrs.
Sunday School 9 45 a. m., at the
Elizabeth Grafton. ,
Federated Church with morning
Mrs. Mildred Closson has re service at 11 o’clock. Rev Leach
turned to her home at Upton, topic will be: “Dealers In Purple.’’
Prayed, by
Maas, after a visit with her moth Anthem: Somebody
Price. Bible Class Thursday eveer, Mrs. Susie Newbert.
There will be a special meeting | ning at 7 o'clock: Acts 19-21.
Sunday School 9 45 a. m., at the
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m., at Watts
Hall to raise additional funds to Baptist Church At 11 a. m Chil
make repairs at the High School dren's Day will be observed. Mon
day evening the Wed Co Club will
building.
Children's Day wiU be observed meet at Aaron Clark s cottage
at the Baptist Church Sunday South Hope. The last cars going
Somersaulting in mid-air is one
will meet at 6.30 at the Baptist
morning
Mrs. John Dorsey and son Jo church. Sunday night at 7 o'clock thing, but when you do a double
seph of Arlington, Mass., is guest Baccalaureate services at the Bap somersault and fly through the air
tist Church.
Thursday- prayer
of her father Joseph Bradley.
into a hand-to-hand catch—whew,
Children's Day will be observed meeting 7 p. m.
that's something, because you're
hurtling through the air at about
60 miles an hour while the audi
ence gasps.
CAMDEN
UNION
And that very thing hapjyens at
Mn. Florence Calderwood
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
every performance of the huge
Correspondent
Correspondent
Ring Bras, and Cristiani Combined
Telephone 10-24
TEL. 2197
Circus, .coming to Rockland. Wed
nesday, June 11. for afternoon and
Baccalaureate services of the
night performances under the aus
YOUR
SATURDAY
C'OI'RIER
Senior Class will be held Sunday
pices of the Junior Chamber of
night, June 8. at 8 p. m. at the
Camden subscribers to The
Commerce, at South School Circus
Methodist Church.
Courier-Gazette may hereafter
Grouds.
Monday. June 9. a farewell party count on receiving their Satur
The celebrated Flying Chamday copies in the morning post berty’s. a troupe of three star aerial
will be given to Rev. and Mrs Lyle
Calhoun and family at the Thomp office delivery of that day. This
ists. climax their spectacular and
son Memorial Building banquet hall
is due to a pleasant co-opera
breath-taking display in the dome
at 730 p. m. Ail friends of com
tion between the Camden post
of the gigantic big top. They are
munity or nearby towns are cor office carriers and employees of
veterans in ''flying return displays"
dially invited to attend. Mrs. Ha
the Rockland post office group
and they are known from one end
zel Hart and Mrs Helen Creamer and the mail truck driver be
of this land to the other.
are committee on arrangements.
No other aerial display has ever
tween the two offices. The Cou
been staged sc well, none other has
rier-Gazette has set ahead its
Seven Tree Grange regular meet
ever had within it so many thrills
press hour to further facilitate
ing Wednesday, June 11
Senior Class graduation exercises the arrangement.
Adele Hopkins: treasurer. Mrs
will be held Thursday, June 12. at
Thompson Memorial Gym. at 8
Mrs Hilda Warren Womelsdorf Mildred Norton: Executive com
o'clock.
of Havertown, Penn., called on mittee: Mrs. Jennie Gilmore. Mrs
Mary Joy and Mrs. Inez Wither
Eighth Grade of Grammar school friends Tuesday.
enjoyed a picnic Thursday at Mar
Harry Dippo and Orla Beebe of spoon. A short program was pre
shall’s Shore. Liberty. Transpor Hudson Falls. N. Y . spent the hol sented with Rev. M H Dorr, Jr.,
tation was furnished by Leroy iday week-end in town as guests of as the guest speaker: a duet by
Elaine Hoffses and Mary Ames and
Barker, Edward Knight and Irene friends.
Mrs. Lena Richardson displayed
Mink.
Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler will present
During Wednesday night’s elec her pupils in a piano recital to be her collection of dolls and gave a
trical storm about 8 p. m. lightning held June 17, at the Camden Op short description of them. Delicious
entered the home of Mr. and Mrs era House at 8 o’clock. The public refreshments were served from an
attractive table
decorated with
Ralph Hunt in the kitchen, play is cordially invited to attend.
Spring flowers by Mrs. Emily Ja
ing about the radio and electric
Mrs. Lottie Ames is a patient at gels and Mrs Emeline Sykes.
sewing machine then followed to
barn and instantly killed a valuable 'he Eastern Maine General Hospi
Chadavae Club
tal in Bangor.
cow. of a herd of 11.
The annual banquet of the Chad
Frederic Wheeler of Watertown. avae Club of the Chestnut Street
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Lyle Norwood and
three children of Baldwinsville, Mass., spent the holiday week-end Baptist Church was held at Beach
Mass., visited over the week-end with his mother, Mrs. Myrtle Inn Wednesday evening with 32
memoers present. Following the
at her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler.
Mrs. Ronald Freeman and Miss banquet the members returned to
Ralph Hunt.
Arno Laukka of Warren left Fri Ruth Freeman visited Mr. and and the church parlor for their final
day morning for a visit with his Mrs. James Mutch and Mrs. Laura meeting and election of officers.
sister in Daiue'.son, Conn. Alfred Ingraham in New Bedford, Mass, The nominating committee con
sisting of Mrs. Florence Cotta. Mrs.
Hawes accompanied him to Charle- recently.
Mrs Blanche Prince is a patient Minnie Moony and Mrs. Lillian
ton Depot, Mass
Herrick presented the following list
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas at at Camden Community Hospital.
Miss Cynthia Howes, daughter of of officers: President, Mrs. Bartended the graduation exercises to
day, Saturday, in Castine of George Mr. and Mrs. Ross Howes was
Jr., from the Maritime Academy graduated from Melrose School of
Nursing May 28. Miss Howes was a
of a class of 45.
OAKLAND PARK
graduate of Camden High Schoo!
ROUTE 1—ROCKPORT
in the class of 1949 and has been
FOR SALE
Proudly Announces
attending the school of nursing for
8 Room Dwelling House,
the past three years, affiliating
The Return of
35 Main St., Thomaston
with the Melrose Hospital.
JIMMIE
Miss Jean Speranza and Philip
ALFRED M STROUT
Pendleton of Boston are guests of
TEL. 158 - THOMASTON
HANSON
68-69 his parents Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Pendleton.
His Trumpet and
Ladies Circle
His Orchestra
The annual meeting and birth
GAME PARTY
day of the Ladies Circle of the
— 13 ARTISTS —
Street Baptist Church
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT Chestnut
was
held
Wednesday
afternoon
at
At the
the Church parlor with 38 in at
American Legion Home tendance. Following the business
DANCING 9 to 1.00
MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
meeting the election of officers was
ADM. 75c P. T.
FREE Bun leaves Wood’s Taxi
held with the following elected:
67-69
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and
President. Mrs. Edna Ames; first
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
vice president, Mrs. Carrie Gil
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
3-S-tf chrest; second vice president. Ma
rion Green; third vice president,
Mrs. Emily Jagels; secretary, Mrs.

SAT.-JUNE 7

The people of Union Metho
dist Church are taking time for
daily prayer. Prayer for peace,
for understanding, for willing
ness to serve as Christ served
They are trying to bring the
whole of life into conformity
with Christian faith and belie!
The people of Union are in
vited to join in this special fel
lowship of prayer each evening
at 630 p. m. The bell of Peo
ple’s Methodist Church will ring
each evening as a reminder .
Prayer is our privilege and
duty in our relation to God. the
creator and Father
Prayer
brings us peace of mind and
heart. It brings us courage in
time of need and a sense of
values in time of prosperity.
Let us "take time to be holy”
and build greater lives and a
finer community.
Rev. John A. Baxter. Pastor,
People’s Methodist church.

1

. ..... -Uai.,

and delights.
The beautiful,
graceful Millie Chamberty per
forms what no other woman aerialist even attempts—a two and»ahalf somersault to a catch in mid
air while blindfolded—a feat that
astounds with its daring.
The Plying Chambertys are pre
eminent stars among the 150 artists
of wprld renown with the King
Bros, and Cristiani Combined Cir
cus this season—a season that
marks the mobilization of the larg
est number of super-feature acts
and displays in all circus history.
Heading the long list of features
are the world-renowned Cristiani
Family of bareback riding comedi
ans, and countless other attrac
tions.
The performances start at 2 and
8 p ni. with a gorgeous superspc-ctacle entitled. “La Fiesta" in
which hundreds of people and ani
mals take part.
A magnificent and spectacular
street parade will be seen on the
down town streets at 111 a. m. pre
ceding the first exhibition.

bara Haining, first vice president,
Miss Gertrude Heal; second vice
president. Mrs Isabel Bailey; sec
retary, Mrs. Ethel Horton and
treasurer. Miss Pearl Walden. Fnal
plans were made for the Summer
sale and the Sunday School picnic
which will be Saturday June 7th
at Sandy Shores, Warren.
If our forefathers thought taxa
tion without representation was
bad. we wonder what they would
think of it today with representa
tion.
Politicians should remember that
the things that are whispered are
usually heard further than the
things shouted from the housetops.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

SUNDAY AND MONDAY'
JUNE 8-9

The Last Days of the Apache
Nation Flame Again In
Superclnecolor:
George Murphy, Audrey Long,
Carl Renton Reid In

“INDIAN UPRISING”
•— also —
Earley Granger, Shelley Winters
William Demarest in

“BEHAVE YOURSELF”
SERIAL—Chapter No. Il

Cash Night. $60.00
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JUNE 8-9
See This Grand Technicolor
Production of our Navy Women!
Esther Williams, Joan Evans,
Vivian Blaine in

“SKIRTS AHOY”
NEWS

Saturday, June 14
DANCING 9 TO 12

i

also

SATURDAY, JUNE 7

Be Wise
Win a Prize
It’s Cash Night!

At 20 Erin Street, Thomaston. About 2 Vi
Acres of Land. Also House Lot 100x150 on West
Side of Erin Street. Apply to

68-69

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
LAST TIME TODAY ’
SATURDAY, JUNE 7
Double Feature
Robert Cummings. Barbara Hale
in

Alan “Rocky” Lane In
"LEADVILLE GUNSLINGER"

GEORGE McMANUS HOMESTEAD

First Nat’l Bank Bid? , Rockland

WALDO theatre

Camden Theatre

WAIT DISNEY'S
“SNOW WHITE AND THE
SEVEN DWARFS"
In Technicolor
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
JUNE 10-11
Top Secret, Top Glory Story of
Uncle Sam's Under Cover Army:

"DECISION BEFORE DAWN”
Richard Basehart, Gary MeiTill,
Oskar Werner

« • * •

Rov Harry Hutchins will speak
at 230 and 7.30 p m. services Sun
day at the Pentecostal Church. 58
South Main street Sunday School
is at 1 o'clock The young people
meet Tuesday at 730 and the
prayer meeting is held Thursday
r.lght at the same hour.

In District; State Officials Present
Guest Officers Night was held
by Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tues
day evening with 121 members in
attendance Distinguished guests
present included: Milton Rollins of
Rockland, grand representative of
the Grand Encampment; Mrs Con
stance MacPhail of Owi's Head, vice
president of the Rebekah Assembly.
Mrs. Bessie Curry of Gardiner,
past president of the Rebekah
Assembly; Mrs. Addie Brown of
Rockland, past president of the
Ladies Auxiliary, Patriarchs Mili
tant.
Miss Doris Hyler of Warren,
treasurer of the Ladies Auxiliary;
Mrs Mary Wiley of Tenants Har
bor. and Mrs. Doris Bradbury of
Hallowell, district deputy president
and Mrs Murtle Taylor of Tenants
Harbor, deputy marshal.
Members were present from:
Maiden Cliff Lodge of Camden,
Eureka of Gardiner, Puriton of
Tenants Harbor. Mystic of War
ren. Pine Tree of Coopers Mills,
Pine Cone of Wiscasset
Granite City of Hallowell. Good
Luck of Waldoboro, Bethel of
Union. R B Capen of Augusta
and Vesper of Round Pond of the
Jurisdiction of Maine, one member
from the Jurisdiction of Massa
chusetts and one from California
Following the business meeting,
which was conducted by Noble
Grand Mrs. Hazel Rollins, the guest
officers were introduced and pre
sented with gifts by the Conductor,
Mrs. Margaret Butler.
Serving as guest officers were:
Noble Grand Jeannette Dennison
of Maiden Cliff of Camden; Vice
Grand Norma Brown of Eureka of
Gardner; Recording Secretary Ena
Hawkins of Puritan of Tenants
Harbor; Financial Secretary Jessie
Harris of Puritan.
Treasurer Mildred Gammon of
Mystic of Warren; Warden Edith
Yorks of Pine Tree of Coopers
Mills; Conductor Beverly Berry of
Pine Tree of Coopers Mills.
Chaplain Dorothy Fulton of Pine
Cone of Wiscasset: R. S N. G.
Nema Smith of Maiden Cliff;
L 8. N. G. Doris Bradbury of
Granite City of Hallowell; Color
Bearer Marjorie Martin of Good
Luck of Waldoboro; Inside Guard
ian, Clara Leach of Mystic of War
ren.
Outside Guardian, Ava Wallace
of Good Luck, of Waldoboro; R. S.
V. G„ Marion Sparrow of Eureka
of Gardiner; L. S. V. G„ Beatrice
Chase of Granite City of Hallo
well; Past Nobie Grand, Veda
Scott of Bethel of Union.
Musician, Eva Rockwood of R B

Capen of Augusta; Soloist, Mary
Fowles of R . B Capen of Augusta
and candidates. Sadie Cunningham
and Phyllis Cunningham of Bethel
of Union.
Tableaux for the degree work
were put on by Orin Farnham. Flo
Farnham. Arlene
Allen. Mary
Worthley, Sue Winslow. Alma Allen,
Anna Frost. Alice Peters. Myrtle
Goodrich. Ruby Wetherell, Doris
Maddock and Mary Hetherton with
Dorothy Austen as tableau mis
tress all of R B Capen of Augusta.
Vesper Lodge of Round Pond
presented a very interesting preci
sion drill with Helen Simmons as
marshal and Winifred Leeman as
musician. Members of the teaifi
were Ruth Leeman. Madelyn Lee
man. Theresa Richards, Edith Elli
ott, Hazel Genthner, Marie Hinds
Bee Ropes and Arlene Benner.
,
A short program was presented «
consisting of vocal solos self-accom
panied on the accordian by Mrs.
Adelaide Kaler. vocal duets. Mrs.
Inez Ames and Mrs. Mildred
Achorn with Mis Kaler as pian
ist and brief remarks by the dis
tinguished guests.
Preceding the meeting, supper
was served with Mrs. Blanche
Fales, Mrs Lina Carroll. Mrs.
Grace Jameson and Mrs Elizabeth
Moody in the kitchen.
Mrs. Madlene Jackson was in
charge of the dining room with
Mrs. Myra Watts, Miss Eva Rogers
Mrs Nina McKinney, Mrs. Flor
ence Pinkham and Miss Hilma
Bradstreet as waitresses.
Y
Miss Dons Hyler, Miss Ruth
Rogers and Mrs Vivian Whittier
were the committee ln charge of
the affair.

ROCKPORT
MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2050

Mr.-. Alice Simonton. Dept Junior
Vice, Mrs. Lillian Simonton and
Mrs. Evelyn Heath are attending
the Woman's National Relief Corps
Convention at Portland.

MARTINSVILLE

with all invited to attend one of
the finest mid-week services in
Maine. June 9-12 the United Bap
•• » •
tist Convention of Maine will hold
Sunday will be Commencement the annual meeting at Ocean Park
Day at Littlefield Church
All Several members of the Littlefield
members and friends of the Church Memorial Free Baptist Church are j
j who are members of the Class of planning to attend as delegates.
• * « »
| 1352 of Rockland High School arc
The Reorganized Church of Jesus '
j invited to attend in a body. Rev.
I Janies Dagir.o will speak on the Christ of Latter Day Saints, will '
I subject. “The Challenge Of Un- convene at the Grar.g Army Hall '
i certainty,” a message related to Sunday, with Church School at 10
j commencement. Miss Miriam Dor- o’clock and Worship Service at 11,
i man will sing a solo. There will George Woodward, pastor.
| be a nursery for all small children
I in the Kenyon Apartment. Sunday .djgfergjajHraraiaJBrarareJZfarafo
, School with Kendrick Dcrman ln
Sl'N.-MON.-TUES.
j charge will be held at 11.45 There
I are classes for all ages There wil!
be no B Y.F. this week, nor will
j there be the regular Sunday evening
AS
Hour of Worship. Tuesday 730
Happy '
p. m. comes the prayer meeting.
A
Pleasure

DANCING TONIGHT
LAKEHURST

Mr and Mrs Carus T. Spear of
Eangor were holiday guests of Mr.
and Mrs Paul Hannemann.
Mi and Mrs. George Gee of
Belmont, Mass, have arrived for
the Summer at their cottage at
Martinsville beach.
James Smith of New York was
a guest of Mr and Mrs. Wallace
Watts a few days last week.
Harold Hupper and Paul Hanne
mann were at Deer Isle the past
week-end attending a Masonic
meeting Saturday night.
Arthur Minister of Toronto. Ont.,
is a guest of his sister and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dwyer
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith of
Fort Lauderdale. Fla., are spend
ing the Summer at their home here.

SUNDAY AND
MONDAY ONLY

They Walked Into the
Valley of the Eagles
Where Few Dared To Go!
An adventure-packed yarn that
will long be remembered as
really UNUSUAL . . .

Parade

p(jpyI

as
/
Warner Bros./
ever
/,

DAMARISCOTTA
Lloyd Rafneli and His Orchestra

57-S-tf

k

/ li

DRIVE-IN

ROCKIANO

LAST TIME TONIGHT—SATURDAY, JUNE 7

“THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS”
CHILDREN
UNDER
rarg

Win
ES
E»a

with
Thomas Gomez. Dorothy Dandridge. Bill Brown
Also—In Technicolor
Jerome Courtland, Beverly Tyler. Joseph (allela

“THE PALOMINO”_ _ _ _ _ _ _
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
1081 New Thrills
In SUPER
CLIFTON
CineCOLOR!
1001 Moments
of Suspense!

Mr. Belvedere
Rings the Bell

88-71

day Conducted By Guests From Lodges

RO C K ft- A N D

12

Tickets are now on sale at Jordan & Grant's
Northend Market and I. G. A. Southend Market.
There will also be a Lucky “Spot” Dance, prizes to
be given to lucky couple.
»

• » • »

The Holy Trinity Lutheran senice will be held at the Thomaston
Episcopal Church Sunday at 7.30
p m., Rev. Henry Leino preaching
Election of officers will be held
Monday at a meeting to be held at
7 30 p. m in the home of Mr. and
Mrs Bruno Risanen at Orff's
Corner.
• • • •
In the service of morning wor
ship at the Universalist Churoh be
ginning at 11 o’clock. Dr. Lowe will
take for the subject of his sFrmon
"The Next Thousand Years." In
the evening at 7 30 the congrega
tion will unite with the other
churches of the city in the High
School Baccalaureate service at the
Community Building The only ap
pointment for the week is the
Chapin Class picnic supper at the
St. Clair Summer home. Crescent
Beach.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge Meeting Tues

♦wows**************************

r/rCC
wi

COMMUNITY BUILDING

ALFRED M. STROUT, Executor

s*wo*ooooovo*o*oaooo**a********<

“THE FIRST TIME"

IF, F. W. Ball

FOR SALE

At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor:
Morning Worship will be conducted
at 10 45. with the sermon by the
pastor “Religious Freedom." Rich
ard Giles has been secured as solo
ist for the Summer and will sing
this Sunday “I Walked Where
Jesus Walked" by Geoffrey O'Hara
Mrs. Jean Hodgkins will be in
charge of nursery care for small
children of those who worship
with us. The flowers are being ar
ranged In June by the Diligent
Dames.
•• • •
“God the only Cause and Crea
tor” is the subject of the LessonSermon which will be read in all
Churches of Christ. Scientist, on
Sunday, June 8 The Golden Text
is: “Have we not all one father?
hath not one God created us?"
i Malachi 2:10)
Sunday services
at 10 30 and Sunday School at
111 45
Wednesday night services
at 7.30.
* • * •
At the First Baptist Church
Rev J Charles MacDonald will be
preaching In the 1030 service on
the subject "Life From the Dead."
The Children's Day program will
be presented on the following Sun
day. The prayer groups will meet
at 10.15. and during the morning
service small children will be cared
for in the nursery. The Church
School wifi have Bible study classes
for those of all ages at noon. In
the evening the church will unite in
the Baccalaureate service for the
High School graduates in the Com
munity Building.
The Happy
Prayer and Praise Meeting will be
held on Tuesday at 7.30
The
Daily Vacation Bible School will
open on Monday, June 16.
• • • •
At the Piatt Memorial Metho
dist Church the worship service
will be held at 10 30. Rev Merle
Conant will preach on the sermon
theme “The Foundation of an En
during City." Roger Dow will play
as a group of numbers "Prayer” b>
Framck. “Beside the Still Waters"
by Coeme. ar.d “Short Festal Post-

; lude” by Nordman. Mr. Pavone
: will present the morning solo. The
annual Children's Day Concert will
be presented immediately following
the morning service in the sanctu
ary Leroy Chatto is general chair 1 man of the event. This will be the
I last session of the Church School
1 until September The Boy Scots
i will meet on Monday night at 7
' o'clock in the vestry. The Discus
sion Group will meet on Tuesday
| night at 730 with Grace Lurvey on
' Masonic street The Baraca Class
will meet on Wednesday night for
a picnic Lena Stevens. Jchn Stev
ens. Frank Hcreyseck. and George
Gay are the committee The choir
will rehearse on Friday night at
7 30 in the vestry. Dante Pavor.e
will direct.
• • • •
Listen to Billy Graham on Sta
tion WLAW Sunday at 3 30 p. m
He has a message for all in this
stirring program Hour of Decision.
0 * * *
At St Bernard's Church: Sun
day services are at 8 and 11 a m.
Daily Mass is at 6 45 a. in. and Con
fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7
p. tn. Sunday Mass at St James'
Church, Thomaston. 9 a. m.
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden.
•• • •
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
parish communion and sermon at
930, daily Mass at 730 exoept on
Monday and Saturday.
• * o a
The evening worship service of
the South Thomaston Methodist
Church will be held at 7 o’clock
Rev. Merle Conant will preach on
the subject “Let Us Believe This
About God.” AU are Invited to at
tend.

REBEKAH GUEST OFFICERS NIGHT

“The Magic
Carpet”

Also Latest
TECHNICOLOR
CARTOON

*AINFS M O

Starring
Lucille Ball
John Agar
Patricia Medina
George Tobias
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TODAY—Joel McCrea

“San Francisco Story”

Knoxe

ENDS SATURDAY

I

“THE OUTCASTS
POKER FLATS”

’
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Social Matters

MRS. BONO REACHES CENTURY MARK

Betrothed

Glenmere's Grand Old Lady Feted By

Mrs. Emile Amnotte and daugh
ter Jeanne and son Tommy of Old
Orchard Beach arrived today to
be guests of her mother, Mrs.
Frances H Perry, for a week.

Mr and Mrs. Clifford Alien have
been enjoying their vacation tour
ing New Hampshire and Maine

The Educational Club picnic will
be held Wednesday, June 11, at
the Llewella Mills cotta, e at Plea
sant Beach A bus will leave the
Wood Taxi Stand at 145
Rev
James Dagino of the Littlefield
Free Baptist Church will speak at
four o'clock and there will be mo
tion pictures in the evening

'

Mr and Mrs. Eugene Carter re
turned to their home in Woburn,
Mast Friday after visiting her
Mrs Irene Bond of Glenmere. St
uncle and aunt. Mr and Mrs Jud George readied her 100th birthday
son Crouse.
on May 24. as spry as a person who
has lived a century could possibly
MacDonald Class met at the home ' be.
of Susan Bowley, Taibot avenue
She was feted by neighbors and
with Blanche Gardner, Edith Erics townspeople generally with many
son and Sybel Mills as assisting gifts being brought to the home
hostesses The evening was spent
where she lives with a son, Allen
in doing white cross w rk Mem
Bond.
bers present were Muriel Thurston.
In her early married days, she
I Emma HUI, Florence Young. Mrs
Kate Brawn Anne Billings. Sylvia sailed with her husband, Capt.
Knight. Harriet Emery. Agnes Marshall Bond, to many foreign
Young. Ruby Conary Blanche Wid- ports. Following his death, she
decombe, Dorothy Baxter. Dorrs lived in Massachusetts and in more
Ames.
Charlotte Cook.
Mar recent years in Glenmere
Mrs Marjorie Hupper Martins
jorie Bickmore, Leona
Woos
ter, Ruth Sewall, Bertha Bed ville correspondent for The CourierMadge Fifield. Marjorie Argyle, Gazette sends the following ac
Grace Azevedo. Audrey Teel and count of the observance.
"Iuist week one of our good
Dolly Robarts from Nutting Lake,
neighbors at Glenmere, Mrs Irene
I Mass., as a special guest.
Bond, celebrated her 103th birth
The auxiliary of the Maine Medi- day. To honor the occasion her
, cal Association met at the Lancey granddaughter and family, Mr and
House in PitV-field Tuesday to dis Mrs Melvin Bly and son of New
cuss convention plans.
Present
from the Knox County Auxiliary
were Mrs Harry Tounge and Mrs
Paul Millington of Camden and
Mrs H J Weisman of Rockland
The Knox group wiU serve as hosI tesses at the convention of the
Maine Medical Association at the
Samoset Hotel later in the month

Leslie Whitney of Phnenix. Ari
zona.. was a visitor in the city
Thursday, enroute for Fruitland
Park, Fla , to visit hi3 brother. Ruel.
Mr Whitney was, formerly with his
father the laite F. L. Whitney in
the fruit and confectionery business
Capt. and Mrs. Fred Lindsey.
where the new Farnsworth block Joseph Crowley and Miss Loaia
stands.
Crowley of Corea, Maine, were
♦wvwwwvmih.uiiimmw guests for the day Thursday of
Mrs Marion Lindsey. Water street

VOCAL INSTRUCTIONS

*

McLaughlin

1

Mrs Milton Robarts and chil
dren Sharon and David of Tewks
Of New York and Rockland
bury. Mass. are guests for two
TfcL.
69-71 weeks of Mr. and Mrs James W
Emery, Limerock street.
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Miss Joy Bott
The engagement of Miss Joy Bott
of Saco, to Sidney Folsom of Bid
deford. son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
S. Folsom. Summer street, Rocklard, is announced by her parents.
Mr. and Mrs Douglas P Bott of
Brunswick.
Miss Bott, a graduate of the University of Maine, where . he majored
I in education, is a teacher at the
C. K. Burns elementary school in i
Saco She also attended Madison
College. Harrisonburg. Va. Bruns
wick High Sihool, and Weston Col
legiate School in Weston Out.
I
Fuisom, formerly a reporter for
The Courier- Gazette, is now on the
staff of the Biddeford Daily Jour
nal. He studied journalism at the
University of Maine, and also at
tended Deering High School in
Por land and Bangor High School

All Readers of The

Fifty Years Ago

Courier-Gazette Are

Invited to Send Service
Items for This Column.

y~

The Class Of 1S02 Gradu
ated From Rockland
High School
One of the oldest classes w hich ‘
will be specially recognized at the ;
Rockland High School Alumni As
sociation meeting, Friday June 13, j
is the Class of 1902. It is a co- I
incidence that the Class of 1952!
will hold graduating exercises I
Thursday, June 12. the same day
and date on which the 1902 exer ]
■ cises were held. The Class cf 19f2
exercises were held in the Farwell I
Opera House, located where the
Masonic Temple now stands
Teachers, at the time of gradui ation. were L. E Moulton, princi

The vocal and piano concert pre
sented Tuesday evening in the
Congregational Church, Warren, by
Mrs Marion H Lermond of War
ren, mezzo 'oprano and Mrs Kath
leen Singhi Newman of Rockiand
pianist, gave to Warren another
musical event of note for the sea
son.
Mrs Lermond had never sung
better than she did on Tuesday
eveiung. Her selections were of
wide range, and she gave most gen
erously of her excellent voice and
rendition during the evening, sing
ing for encore, in conclusion. 'Some
Girl* Are Prettier." by Maury Both
her friendly personality, and the
fact she is a master of music, com
pletely won the audience
Mrs. Newman of Rockland, pian
ist, added much to the musicale for
the evening in her two groups, with
encore. Chopin's Waltz in E-minor
A musician of ability, and under1937-1943—Member of Congress,
exceptionally well done.
Accompanist for the evening was
Mrs Bess Battey Gowdy, of Thom
aston.
Sponsor of the concert was the
Congregational Ladiies' Circle The
committee on arrangements, who
also acted as ushers for the evening were, Mre Roland Berry Mrs.
Fred Perkins. Jr, and Mrs Leroy
McCluskey assisted by Mrs. B J
Pellicani
Proceeds from the collection taken
will be placed with the funds to
make a Sunday School room in the
basement of the Church.

$

Health Portal

I

\

Navy, son of Mrs. Dorothy L.
Smith of Rockland, has ju-t arrived
Bibu
Stati Sgt Allison Bunker has in San Diego, Calif., from nine
5
been the guest of his aunt, Capt month in Korea, which w-t n him
.9
Mary S Emery, Crescent Beuch. the Korean Campaign Bar with
: ar.d other relative in this vicinity. three engagement stars, the Japa
He has recently returned from nese Occupation, the Navy Occu
England, where he served in the pation. the U.N.B. Bar and the
police department of the U. S Air China Service Bar
He is due
lowing a 30-day furlough he will home on a 30-day leave shortly.
Corps for more than a year. FolHis present addrets is James Ar
go to Ohio to receive his discharge thur Smith, Sn '.'100770. USN, USS
after serving four years in the U S Hamner DD718. San Francisco. pal; Rufus 8. RandaU, sub-maaterf
Admittances
A.me E Coughlin, Gertrude L i
Army. He is the son of Mr. and Calif.
Ilsley and Harriet B Long. Offi- : John Moody, Union, Mrs Kath
•* » *
Mr.s. Lindon H. Bunker of Cran
berry Isle
y
Private, first class. Frank S vers of the class were Raphael S 1 erine Laiomb. Arvin Smith. Rock
president;
Lena
E land: Mrs. Genie O. Bramhall,
Cushman. RA11226699 is now a' Sherman.
Mrs. John Watts is spending the the following address: 34 General Thorndike, vice president; Frances, Friendship: Arthur L. Oxton. Lin
Postmas M. McLain, secretary, and Wilbur colnville Baby Alton S Hilchey.
week-end with Mrs Ruth Dodge in Hosp.tal. A.P.O 743.
S. Cross, treasurer. Two of these Rockland; Mrs. Carolyn Miller.
ter. New York, N Y.
Bowdoinham.
olficers are still living in Rock- ( Thomaston. Mis. Gladys Littlehale.
Miss Mona Joyce Senior student
Pfc. Faye C. Albertson, daugh- land. She who was Miss McLain Thomaston; Miss Barbara E Mayer.
nurse at Rumford Community 1 ter of Mi' and Mrs. Wyatt H Al- i is deceased and she who was Miss New Rochelle. N. Y : Mrs Helen
Hospital, will arrive today and re- bertson, Star Route 4, Bath, is serv- Thorndike resides in Massachusetts Harvey, Ash Point; Mrs. Shirley
main until Tuesday with her par- ing v-ith tire Women's Army C rps but come to this region each Sum- Phelps. Rockland. Miss Joyce Stet
son. Thomaston; Carl E. Ludwig,
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Robbins. Detachment at Camp Sendai ! mer.
There were 33 in the class. 20 Waldoboro: Master Malcolm Rob
New County road.
1 Japan. Private Frst Closs Albertgirls and 13 boys A complete re inson. Rockland; Mrs. Thelma H
port of the graduation was printed Overlock. Warren; Mrs. Margaret
SUMMER SCHOOL
in The Courier-Gazette of June 14 Hatch, Dark Harbor. Miss Irene L
STARTS NEXT MONDAY
1902. At that time the newspaper Olson. Thomaston. Miss June Car7 WEEKS—LOW COST—ENROLL NOW
was published on Tuesdays and :■ 11. Union Mrs. Rose M. Stafford,
Lubec.
Saturdays.
ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
215 MAIN STREET
IEI.EFIIONE 148
Those receiving diplomas were:
Discharged
67*68
Minnie E. Achorn, Fred G. Camp
Roberta Ann St. Clair, Owl's
bell, Lottie M. Condon, Wilbur 8 Head; Mrs Olive Watling. Marion
Cross, Elmer C Davis, Walter O Lucille Connon. Rockland. John
Frost. Mary E Hall, Frances A Austin Richardson, West Rockport;
Hanrahan. Walter C. Larrabee, Eva Mrs Aimee Karl Blood, Rorkland;
M Lothrop, Bessie M. Hanson. Wil Mrs. Marjorie Cook, Tenant's Har
UNVARYING value
liam A. McLain, Lotte I. McLaugh bor; Mrs. Jane B. Murphy, Friend
lin, Grace E Perry. Martha J ship; Barbara Ann McLeod, Rock
Rankin. Raphael S Sherman Mary land; Mrs Edith Stinnett, Rock
in VARIED beauty
E SuUivan, Mabel L Trainer John port. Arthur L. Oxton, Lincoln
1- Whitney. Ida M. W.nslow. Lulu ville. Miss Barbara E Mayer, New
M Achorn. Blanche Ballard. Eph Rochelle, N Y Baby Lois Seavey.
raim P Colson, Martha A Hall Mrs Eva Gay Hellier. Rockland
Harold L Karl. Frances M Mc Master Gerald Carver. Union; Ruth
Lain, Maude A Smith. Lena E M. Dow. Rockland; Mrs Genie O
Thorndike. Alice G Webb, Charles Bramhall. Friendship; Mrs Helen
M. Chapin Harold C Haskell, John Harvey. Ash Point: Mrs Eva May
E Tibbetts and Ethel R. Weeks
Mathews Rockland. Mrs. Margaret
Hatch. Dark Harbor. Miss Irene L.
son is assigned to the Northern Olson. Thomaston; Joshua N
Command's communications center Southard. Rockland; Mrs Mary
A graduate of Wayne University in Singer, Tenant’s Harbor.
Detroit, she entered the WAC in
Election-year politics and prom
February. 1951, and went to Japan
ises will add much to the confusion
' last November.
a
* • * *
of events in 1952—many things will
Corp! Harold L Young who has be said and done for the sake of
been with the occupation forces in marks on a ballot.
Germany, is passing a furlough
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Young, in Pleasantville.
Warren. He will report June 13. at
EVENING
Fort Devens. Mas for duty. His
duty overseas has been for the past
SCHOOL
three years and five months.
• * • •
Knox Business
Pfc. Naomi Henderson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald G Hen
College
derson of 128 Main street. Thom
14)6 MAIN ST - KOCKLAND
aston. announces her engagement
to Cpl- John G Merrill of 15 Win
Opens July 7
ter street. Salem. Mass Pfc Hen
derson is 20 years old and has been
REGISTER EARLY
in the Army for the past 18 months.
— COURSES —
A veteran of five years military ser
SECRETARIAL
vice her fiance served in Korea for
ACCOUNTING
36 months. Both are assigned to
SPECIAL COURSES FOR
Murphy Army Hospital in Waltham,
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
Mass., and plan to be wed in the
Previous Commercial Training
post chapel there on July 26.
Not Necessary
The happiest people in the world
FREE PLACEMENT SERVICE
are those who are satisfied to let
Our Graduates Are In Demand
1 o'hers do their worrying for them
At Knox College You Are
Thoroughly Trained.
The toughest problem some kids
TEL. 45 or 616
face is that of learning good man
ners without seeing any.
James Arthur Smith. Sr.. U. S.

■

Bedford. Mass, were ler guests for
two days.
Mrs. Bond had several cal'.ers
and received congratulatory mes
sages from many friends
She was presented with red
roses and $25 by the Ladies Circle
of the Ridge Church of which she
has been a member for many years
Also, a gift of a beautiful birthday
cake made by Mrs. Justin Durbar.
The Young People's Society of
the church sent a trained, hand
done copy of her favorite Bible
verse
The town of St. George gave her
a lovely bouquet of llowers, the
presentation being made by the
town selectmen.
Mrs Bond's health is good, and
she is able to be up and about her
home.
She has reached the century
mark with many pleasant memories
and with the kindest thoughts and
best wishes of everyone."

Warren Concert
Mrs. Lermond, Mrs. New
man Well Received In
Church Recital On
Tuesday

Entire Community On Birthday
Mrs Harriet Frost, Mrs. Estelle
Morrison, Mrs Katherine Derry ot
Bocklar.d. and Miss Anna Dilling
ham of Thomaston, have been on a
week's trip to Fitz William, N H
touring the Berkshires and Mohawk
Trail, to Holbrook. Wellesley and
Northhampton, Mass Mrs Derry
continued on to visit her daugh
ter and family, 'Mr and Mrs Frank
Coughlin) in New Jersey, the others
returning to Rockland.
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and
Contest Notes
S( RAPBOOK FACTS
sephine. Robert Jr who lives here
ROBERT EDWIN PEARY
.n Maine Mrs Peary is still with
'Final ol Pour Episodes)
us, a brave grand woman.
Requiring more money for his
His previous experience paid off
new Arctic venture. Peary, accom He knew how to make every step
panied by his wife. Josephine, a j count His courage and that of his
secretary, five beautiful Eskimo companions overcame the terrific
dogs with a handler—his camp difficulties that faced them
On
equipment consisting ot clothing1 April 6. 1939 Commander Robert
used on the previous expedition, he Edwnn Peary explorer extraordinary
set out on a lecture tour, January and a member of the United States
1893.
Navy, raised 'he Stars and Stripes
A convincing forceful speaker, in over the North Pole His country
spite of his dislike of publicity, he . showered honors upon him as did
attracted large aud.ences as attest- the nations of Europe The Navy
ed to the almost $20,000 he received conferred upon him the rank of
from 168 lectures that he delivered rear-admiral The Royal Geograph
in 92 days.
ical Society presented him with
Peary humorously
declaimed their great gold medal He became
credit His wife, always a center his country's hero.
of interest, he said, was the su
Again fate intervened and cast
preme attraction with the five dogs a shadow of unhappiness over him,
adding to their phenomenal suc one of his former Arctic members
cess.
who was surgeon of Peary’s expedi
All was not smooth sailing for tion 1891-1892 claimed to have
this intrepid explorer for back in reached the pole. April 21, 19C8.
New York, he Hftd to face diffi Thi* imbroglio caused people to
cult situations, occasioned by a take sides He lectured and wrote
financial panic that tied up certain articles and books and was honored
funds he had counted on using— at Copenhagen.
and Mrs Peary was going to have
His full name was Frederick Al
a baby. With the usual Peary de
bert Cook He was born at Callicoon
termination that overrode so many
Depot. New York, 18S5 and was
obstacles, he solved his problems
graduated from New York Univer
He became a showman by pocketing
sity in 1890 He was a member of
his pride. He put his ship on pub
the Belgian Antarctic expedition of
lic display, charging 35c admission
1897-99 He claims werp disproved
The quarters flowed ln. giving him
and
his veracity questioned when
the necessary capital that was
former companions made affadavlts
needed for the expedition.
Robert and Josephine had now- that certain claims made in Cook’s
become public figures on a Na narrative were ialse Some Eski
tional scale. The problem of sailing mos who Cook claimed accompanied
on time or staying with his wife him to the pole told of how- they
during the critical period was spent the Winter of 1977-08 with
olved by Josephine herself. She Cook at Jones' Sound. Thus a hoax
insisted that he travel on schedule that was fostered upon the world
accompanied by herself and a was disapproved in its entirety.
Admiral Robert Edwin Peary was
trained nurse. Their admiring pub
lic took sides or. this issue. Many- vindicated It is too bad that he
felt that he owed it to his wife to could not have lived a few more
stay home with her until the ordeal years when Arctic Air men were to
was over, others agreed that discover undisputed proof of his
nothing should interfere with his claim Although gone from those
future plans to conquer the pole.. who loved him so dearly—he and
his brave deeds and unfailing spi
They sailed on time—together.
When the expedition reached rit will remain always.
The End
"Bowdoin Bay" a small settlement,
he left Mrs Peary with her nurse
Taking up your cross is carrying
and here nerw history was made. for.
on Sept 31. 1893 a baby girl was whatever you find is given you to
born—Marie Ahnighito Peary This carry as well and stoutly as you
was farther north than any white can without making faces or calling
baby had ever beer, born before people to come and look at you.
Her birth received world-wide ac All you have to do ts keep your
claim and she was called affec back staight and not think of what
tionately the "Snow Baby" The is on it—above all do not boast
Eskimos had never seen a baby sn of what is on it —John Ruskin
velvety and white. They came
For -octal items ln The Oourierfrom miles around Just to touch
her to see if she was real.
lazette
Phone 1044. City
tf
1893 and '94 was a hard Winter
and disaster predominated illness,
and accidents were many His sup
plies were destroyed by storms,
Corner
breaking ice and avalanches. His
dogs too suffered. When Summer
Gift Shop
arrived. Peary would not leave but
he sent his wife and baby home
with those invalided members of the
and Tearoom
party. He again was thwarted in
his attempt to reach the pole by
Lobster Stews. Salads
the way of Greenland, his failure
of supplies nearly cost him his life
and Sandwiches
They got back to the base with
Served With Home-Made Bread
only one dog. and. at a low ebb. he
wrote in his diary—"I have failed."
Afternoon Tea
But it was not written to be so.
for through danger and hardship,
he had gained in experience that
Faith E. Brown
was to serve him well for he
achieved that which no man had TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR. 56-3
done before him—fought and
walked his way to the North Pole.
To his wife Josephine he owed
much when his ship the Falcon be
came wrecked and he was ma
rooned without supplies for she
came to his aid—raised $10,000 by
lecturing, and chartered a steamer
that rescued her husband.
After many more hardships, ex
ploring the north in which he lost
seven toes that had to be amputated
and w-as thereafter to cause him House-Sherman, Inc.
difficulty in walking, he sailed
ROCKLAND, MK.
again in 1908. his eighth and final
(« MAIN ST,
TEL. TV
expedition. During this time a new
51-8-tf
addition was presented him by Jo
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IKE'S FIRST CONFERENCE

the

Communists,

which

hs

“Right Dress," a military mlxup;
called an "international disaster ot
■l//Lf.
and June 23, "The Little Minister,"
snni
the first magmture."
a visit to Scotland These atones in [
13. He believes It would be dan*
song are adapted by the young
gerous to extend the Korean War
Stripped Away Much Of the Mystery until the Allies have a bigger
team of Jerome Lawrence and Rob
ert E Lee.
buildup ol military force.
by
• • • •
That Surrounded His Views'7
14 He favors rooting Commun
Milton Katims. assistant conduct
Gladys 8 Heistad
ists out of government but believes
or of the NSC Symphony, and his
it can be done without smearing
lovely wife. Virginia Peterson, cell
Gen Dwight D Elsenhower gave certain specific details were a little the innocent.
W(z,(,
~aa.<
ist with the Bary Ensemble, sailed
his first news conference Thursday, different from what he would say
15. Aid to education should be a
from New York on May 24 for the
7. The government needs a com local function—and federal aid
and, according to the Associated
The Bosuin Pops Concert ol Fri he visited Dublin in 1743 for the
Casals Festival in Prades, southern
Press “let the nation know where plete overhaul by someone who has should be given only in areas which
day, May 16, had a touch ot local first public performance of his ora
France, where Mr. Katims will be
not been obligated in the build-up are unable to give their children
■RALPH vV TYLER
Interest for us. Inasmuch as the torio, The Messiah
he stands on an astonishingly wide during the past 20 years.
one of the soloists and a partici- 1
» • • *
an adequate education.
Orphean Club of Lasell Junior
range of subjects "
pant in the chamber music groups
8 He believes if the United
16. He believes soil conservations
Something tells me that Presi at the Festival. Incidentally the
College, of which Oorinne Edwards
As the public has long been clam States permits western Europe to
Well, the Fish and Game De- June 19. Harold Simmons of Spruce
programs should be oonDolled lo
(daughter of Mr and Mrs Edwin dent Truman will have to get busy soloists present a formidable array Partn’ent’s new policy of closing Head, In charga of the supper ar- oring to know Just where Ike does
R.
Edwards. Cedar street) is » and write some more of his famous —Pablo Casals himself. Dame My- stocked brooks and streams for a rangements told me that the menu stand the following summary of the ; fall to Communism, the cost to cally as far as possible and as for
America will be back-breaking and price support—“we must make cer
member, presented a portion of the letters, for his lovely Margaret re ra Hess,
Alexander Schneider, Perlod of 21 days after mature fish calls for lobster stew, hot rolls, pie news conference is presented:
this nation wild be in mortal dan tain that ((farmers) never suffer
program Under the direction of cently gave a concert ln Seattle and Szlgetti, Isaac Stern, Jennie Tour- are released has caused a wave of and coffee and if I know Harold
1. The great issue of the cam- , ger.
disaster due to natural causes and
George Sawyer Dunham, the Club the critics Just went to town about el and others Mr Katims is to con- Stowing protest from fisherman of and the "gals" of Spruce Head palgn is peace and security ln the
9. He has no political ties with things which they can not foresee."
it—even more so than did Paul duct the Israel Philharmonic on Knox County.
gave selections:
there will be nothing lacking In world
the Democratic administration that
17. As a boy, his dreams hadn’t
De Prof undis, Mozart; Pueri He- Hume
2. He thinks the States should would prevent him Dorn making a
tour this Summer, It is also anThls P°llc-V considered a conser- the "eats." Jot that date down on
been about the presidency but
In
the
Seatt'e
Post
Intelligencer,
braeorum for two choirs, Randall
vatlon measure In other States your Memo Pad and plan to at- handle the problem of fair employ hard-hitting campaign
against whether he should be a baseball
' nounced.
Thompson; When I Bring You Col Maxine Cushing Gray says in her
• • • •
whlch have adopted It, comes as a tend this supper-meeting, the last ment practices rather than the the Democrats.
| player or a railroad conductor.
oured Toys, John Alden Carpenter: re lew, in part:
It has been most Interesting to slight shock to many Maine native of the regular monthly meetings federal government
10 He is in the campaign "with
In this sweeping range of sub
3
He
believes
everyone
is
en|
"At this stage in her career—4'- lead about the Bach Choir’s 45th fishermen as the passing of the of the Fish 'n Gamers until SepOld Abram Brown, Benjamin Brit
heart and soul" to win if possible. jects, Eisenhower stripped away
ten; Scene and Prayer from "Cav- years after her debut recital ln annual (estival in Bethlehem, Pa., law vesting this power to the Com- tember Entertainment and speak- ■ titled to decent medical care—but , 11 Because of the enemy buildup much of the mystery that sur
alleria Rustlcana" Mascagni
Pittsburgh—we presume
to tell during May under the direction of missioner at the last Legislature ing program will appear later in he's against socialization in medl- across the Yalu river, he does not rounded his views while he still
{ cine.
The young singers gave a splen Margaret Truman that she’s ln the Ifor Jones niere are many things I received very little publicity.
believe the Allies can win victory wore the five-starred uniform of
this paper
4. He is against legislation that on the ground in Korea He thinks
did account of themselves and were wrong business As one who came about it to point up interest—the ; Most of the objection comes from
the supreme oommander of Allied
would compel people to work and the Allies must stand firm and try
to hear her us a singer, we never proud tradition back of the choir, those who can only see the "lopping
received with appreciation
It Is always when you’re least
forces in Europe.
believes
a
way
must
be
found
to
!
worked harder at a recital in our the uniqueness and historical Inter off" of three weeks from the brook prepared that the unexpected' hapto get a decent armistice.
preserve labor's social gains in a
A long time ago I saved a clip We.
A probe is an official lnvestlga- A
12. He believes the Democrats as
est of the town Itself, the superb and stream fishing season right at pens. Walking big brown trout climate of understanding between
“Uusually the singer decides to soloists, the devotion of the chorus It's most desirable period.
ping which until now did not hold
the party ln power must take some tion down at Washington used Just'
ashore in the Georges river and
all groups
any particular use for me The place the note On this occasion It singers and the audiences.
responsibility for the loss of China before the whitewash is applied.
Doubtless the new regulation will "derricking" brookies into the ald5 He believes in wage-price con
article begins—“One of the abiding very often was up to the listener
Music has always been ln inte save many trout, not only of those ers of the Pettengill comes easy to trols in war time, but in the long
miseries of musical editors and to decide Its destination. Miss Tru- gral part of the Moravian Church, Just released but others who have Floyd Gushee of Appleton most
never-ending plagues of the tonal man is unique ln our 25 years of even at a time when the Puritans survived from previous stocking any time, but when you're out ln run has more faith In the normal
population generally, is the correct | listening to singers, ln her ability frowned on the use of Instruments. Some fishermen claim It will lead a boat on Alford Lake be sure not influences of supply and demand
than in any direct controls by gov
spelling of the names of certain j to go off pitch at any point ln her The first house in Bethlehem was to poaching and a new and added to leave your landing net at home,”
OF
BOSTON
ernment.
composers and works.” One of the range We are thoroughly convinced occupied by the Moravian pioneers obligation to already overloaded says Floyd Last Monday iMay 261
6 He is In general accord with
A Massachusetts Charitable Corporation Chartered j8j3
composers named Is Handel, whose of the rumor that singers exist who ln 1741. Only a year later, so a warden’s duties. The ultimate sue- not being such a good day on the
the principles of the Republican
name appeared asHendel, Haendel, i cannot hear themselves: otherwise laded diary discloses, there were cess of the new regulation will farm Mr. Gushee and a companion
Provides a comfortable home for maripolicy statement of Feb. 6, 1950, but
Hendeler and even in other forma t a person ot such charm and consid- 80 present at the ”6lngstunde" likely be a topic of much discus- went to Alford Lake. Trolling near
oera now beyond the sea going age. Ap
France always writes the name eration as Miss Truman would not which can be considered the spirit slon.
plicants must have served 5 years under
the Bicknell Point, Floyd’s line
Msr. Grace Stanley is visiting
Haendel, England Handel. I am Insist upon a professional career,
(he United States flag.
The average native fisherman tightened up and he concluded he Mrs. Etta Sprague.
ual ancestor of the Bach Choir of
prompted to speak of this as in the j
She has trained conscientiously, today.
does not like to believe that Maine, was hooked into bottom, but when
For full information write LEON M. LITTLE, President
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Withee of
program Prof. Russell F. Locke J loves to present her light repertoire
The first spinet arrived ln Beth especially ln It’s wilderness waters, they turned the boat to retrieve Portland are guests of their daugh
P. O. BOX 2358, BOSTON 7, MASS.
sent me from Bowdoin a while back to the fascinated listeners, has fine lehem in 1744 and It is recorded will ever become dependent on "put the snagged lure Floyd belted
ters, Mrs. Richard Kent and Mrs
appeared "Concerto in B Flat Ma- \ English diction, a most expressive
"the choir sang a little” to its ac and take" stocking to fulfill the away at the reel handle and could Frederick Ranquist.
Jor, Op. 4, No. 2” by George Frid- I face, and an engaging smile. But companiment the day after It ar demands of It's anglers.
n't gain an Inch of line. Realizing
eric Handel. I never questioned such I her vocal gift is a parlor accom- rived. Benjamin Franklin, visiting
Locally that condition has existed it was an unusual sized fish on
an authority as we know Prof, plishment blowm up to big-time here ln 1756, wrote to his wife that for years, present fishing pressure the other end and he was headed
Locke must be. but when the music The voice Is small, derives almost he was "entertained with good mu making it very obvious that yearly for deep water Floyd went to work
column for last week came out entirely from the throat and Is sic" and George Washington also stocking rarely exceeds the de- ‘ on him as he sadly remembered
Frlderic had been changed to Fred never relaxed or capable of con recorded his pleasure at hearing mand. Inaccessable portions of his landing net was at home,
trolled phrasing. The tulle gown of
eric.
Knox County fishing history Just
the Movarian brethren and sisters some of our brooks and streams
I consulted Baker's Biographical varied pastels was well-chosen to lift their voices in song."
very likely hold a few left over missed being made in the exciting
Dictionary of Musicians, of which match the vocal effort.
The famed Moravian trombone trout from year to year, and occa- ! minutes that followed, for when
I have a new edition, and find: , “It's nothing new for top brass choir, which ushers in Christmas sionally some lucky angler gets one the big fish came into sight Floyd
"Handel first went by the name of to enchant by performance. After Day with chorales from the lofty whose "charmed life" has permitted and his companion looked upon the
Oeorg Friedrich then later adopted all. the first ballet dancer was Louis belfry of the Moravian Church, an it to attain a size which qualifies biggest brook trout they ever exthe quasi anglicized form of George ' XIV. He filled his house, too."
nounced the sessions of the Bach thelr ability to grow Into "the one pect to see.
Frlderic."
j The other review was written by Festival, and its sweet sound raised we’d all like to catch.”
To make the "agony" brief as
Quoting further from the clipping Louis R Guzzo, who started off echoes from the hills surrounding
I predict that sooner than we possible I regret to tell you, but the
which incorporates a letter from with—“Let’s face it. Margaret Truthink we will be faced with a big ;jsh got away.
the city.
one Percy A. Scholes from Cornaux, mar. has po-sc. charm, attractiveFloyd tells me the trout was a
The audience attending the per shortened season for trout fishing
Swltzerland:
j ness, stage presence and ambition
formances is deserving of mention, Creel limits have already been cut, g00d four Inches between the eyes
"When ’Haendel' came to England —but she doesn't sing very well, for it contributes importantly to the down with no especially noisy pro and around 24 Inches long. He
he anglicized his name. See his You can add courage to her long event—not only by helping to fi tests.
estimated it’s weight at close to
Petition to the House of Lords list of virtues; she needs It to face nance the choir, but by its attitude
If the Fish and Game Depart seven pounds.
(page 156 of Newman Flower’s audiences.
Big brook trout ln Alford’s are
toward the music, playing a large ment can ease us Into a shorter
Handel, an authority,) beginning
"When we attended Miss Tru- part in giving the festival its espe season by a 21 day recess of fishing quite rare. C. F. Bowley had one he
The Humble Petition of George man’s recital last night, we hoped cial character. Many ln the chapel at stocking time, let's accept It estimated around four pounds up
Frlderic Handel’ and ending 'And for the best and got the worst — close their eyes during the perfor complacently "before the real to the boat several years ago. My
the petitioner will ever pray, We strained when she strained to , mances. but others follow the score, thing comes along.”
son lost a three pounder off Nor
Oeorge Frlderic Handel.' Why Han- reach the high notes, and we suf- and not a few can pinpoint flaws
• • • •
wood’s last season and two years
del
is abandoning
■Friedrich’ j fered when she suffered with the ,
My eldest son caught a lli pound ago last September Robert Pendle
with an almost frightening preci
adopted Frlderic’ I don’t know. I low ones The capacity crowd de sion. Yet they all love the music— brown trout of excellent propor ton and I saw several at Kirk
suppose he thought that was Eng monstrated with its restrained ap audiences, chorus and soloists.
tions at Forest Lake last Satur Brook outlet that would go two to
lish too. Anyway It seems to me we plause that it was disappointed,
four pounds.
The result is that people arrive day.
are all of us wrong in not adopting too. There wras an uneasiness in plenty of time, they listen with
The State reveals no record of
At the request of the Knox
among
the
patrons
—
and
it
wasn't
thia TTlderic’ spelling, too. Let the
knowing intentness, and even Join browns ever being released ln County Fish and Game Association,
great man have his way from the caused by the presence of the Se- , in singing the chorales of the can Forest. Just a case of becoming the State has stocked 1500 mature
beginning of his name to the end! cret Service.
tatas. There is no applause and one mixed with the "brookies" at the brook trout ln Alford's over the
"After one realizes that she does
"A proper spelling of Handel's
last two years and it is hoped we
is filled with the sense that deep rearing pools.
surname helps to keep ln mind that not possess a 'sense of key,’ It mat appreciation is better than the clap
Alford Lake so far this season can get 500 per year ln the future.
If for about eight years of his life ters little that Miss Truman's voice ping of hands.
has giver, up with salmon in as
A lake that size does not get into
he was composing ln Germany and has no power and no range, and
This Bach Festival is one of my good condition as any I have ever the "put and take" rut, and the
Italy for the tastes of the Germans that she sometimes sings falsetto to dreams—one of my many dreams. seen. Most fish have run visibly fishing could be improved by a
and Italians, for nearly half a reach tones in the high register.
• • • •
over limit length with little use large trout in the boat now and
In speaking of the program itself,'
century he was composing ln Eng
Robin Song
for a measure and are bright, fat then.
land and deliberately adapting his Mr. Guzzo commented: "Unfor The ripple of a wavering bell-note and scrappy.
Some stream improvement at Al
tunately,
one
of
the
Mozart
se

style to the tastes of the English
speaks
Let's check on recent stockings. ford’s would provide better spawnpeople. That is a historical point of lections was 'Batti, Batti, O Bel ' As scarfs of light are draped on the
Slnce November 22, 1947, the (ng conditions for both tfout and
Masetto’ from "Don Giovanni”
some interest.”
tall peak.
Maine stocking report says 1800 salmon.
which Patrice Munsel had sung Gigantic steps of cloud are on this salmon of various sizes have been \ Crawford Lake also has an un
Interesting, isn't it?
• • • •
here only ten days before. The
slope.
released there, 8900 of these being known population of large brook
Incidentally the famous organ of comparison did the Missouri so So much is huge—the song has
mature, a classification not clearly 1 trout and much better spawning
8t. Mlchan’s ln Dublin has been prano no good."
little scope.
defined by the Department.
, conditions. Keep trying Floyd,—
dismantled and the ravages of
The Railroad Hour (Mondays, 8 And yet tt welcomes sun through
Of 10,000 2 to 4 Inch salmon you’re about due for a “Club Trout"
woodworms are being repaired. The to 830 p. m, over the NBC Net
unknown aisles,
planted in 1947 a possible 5000 may ; anyway.
organ was Installed ln 1724. Tradi work began its Summer schedule A tiny silvering song across the have survived to maturity. These '
-- --------------You get the features ahovn
tion links it with Handel, who Is last Monday night with "The Min
below, a chiller tray. Steel
miles.
could be among the present fish
MINTURN
shelves, and lots of room for
reputed to have played on it when strel Boy," the story of the colorful
(Christian Science Moulton
being caught, but I would sooner I
storing even extra-tall bot
Willis Conway who has been a
career ol Tom Moore, bard of De
tles.
think the 1948-1949 stocking of 3000
The O-E ae<led-ln refrig
land. who wrote dozens of Deland's
mature
were
beginning
to
pay-off
ln
Harbor returned home
erating
system assures you of
GOOD SUPPLY
GLEN COVE
years of dependable service.
favorite songs, one of which is
There
were
thirteen
boats
on
yesterday
Mrs. Gladys Taylor was a visitor
MOST SIZES
"Believe Me If All Those Endear
ln North Stonington, Conn., over Alford just before noon last Sun-! Mrs. Kathleen Stanley Is visiting
Check With Us First
ing Young Charms."
day. (May 25) The salmon we here for a few days. She has been
the holiday week-end.
BICKNELL MFG, CO.
For the remainder of the month
Miss Anita Cousins has employ caught were hooked over the deep working in Rockland.
PHONE ROCKLAND 360
the presentations will include: June
Mr. and Mrs. Leverett Stanley
32-tl
ment at Shady Oaks for the sea water areas quite distant from
9: "The Swedish Nightingale,” a
shore indicating normal movement are visiting her brother and sisterson.
Bruce Crowell of Portsmouth, of fish at existing water tempera in-law, Mr. and Mre. Harmon
Staples.
N. H, and Rockland, was gue6t tures.
In several areas we found aq unover the week-end of his grand
Mr. and Mrs. George Mathews
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert usual condition of moving clouds ' are vlsiting his sister and brotherof roil slightly below a clear sur- ! in.law
Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Black.
8.1-CU-FT
Pfc. Robert Hare and wife were face, some covering areas of several I sprague
Mrs Herman staples.
FRU1T-AND-VEGETABLE DRAWER
dinner guests ,of Mr. and Mrs. acres. Waters along the shoreline; Mf
is so roomy, keep* everything so fresh and
Mrs
S(anley and
Charles Hare the past week. were jewrelly dear. v™ around 1
crisp! You’ll love it!
Robert returned to Camp Gordon the brook outlets. The lake is Calvin Stanley were recent callers
Wednesday after a week’s furlough higher than for several years on at the home of Mrs. Clara Sprague.
this date but about normal for a
in Camden with his wife Rita.
year of average rainfall.
For social Items ln The CourierNone of the 1500 brook trout re
PHILCO
Gazette, Phone 1044, city.
tt leased there since 1950 have been
reported caught since Ice out.
«e*e4**4**444444*44*4*4**««44*%
Due to cool weather during May
»
HOME RADIOS
I
HAVE YOU®
fishing should continue good well
I
CAR RADIOS
I
Into June.
•• • •
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The final meeting of the first
half of the 1952 Knox County Fish
and Game Association's sports
men's season will be held in South
Thomaston Grange Hall Thursday
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